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A configuration-oriented circuit model for multiple coupled lines in an inhomoge-
neous medium is developed and presented in this thesis. This circuit model consists of
a network of uncoupled transmission lines and is readily modeled with simulation tools
like LIBRA() and SPICE ©. It provides an equivalent circuit representation which is
simple and topologically meaningful as compared to the model based on modal decom-
position. The configuration-oriented model is derived by decomposing the immittance
matrices associated with an n coupled line 2n-port system. Time- and frequency-domain
simulations of typical coupled line multiports are included to exemplify the utility of the
model. The model is useful for the simulation and design of general single and multi-
layer coupled line components, such as filters and couplers, and for the investigation of
signal integrity issues including crosstalk in interconnects associated with high speed
digital and mixed signal electronic modules and packages.
It is shown that multiconductor lossless structures in an inhomogeneous medium
can be characterized by multiport time-domain reflection (TDR) measurements. A syn-
thesis technique of an equivalent lossless (non-dispersive) uniform multiconductor n
coupled lines (UMCL) 2n-port system from the measured discrete time-domain reflec-
tion response is presented. This procedure is based on the decomposition of the charac-
teristic immittance matrices of the UMCL in terms of partial mode immittance matrices.
The decomposition scheme leads to the discrete transition matrix function of a UMCL
2n-port system. This in turn establishes a relationship between the normal-mode pa-
rameters of the UMCL and the measured impulse reflection and transmission response.
Equivalence between the synthesis procedure presented in this thesis and the solutionof a special form of an algebraic Riccati matrix equation whose solution can lead to 
the normal-mode parameters and a real termination network is illustrated. In order to 
demonstrate the procedure, a typical microstrip structure with three lines is synthesized 
from the time-domain reflection (TDR) data. 
In order to compliment known field theoretic techniques for characterization of mul-
ticonductor structures a network analog method is employed to solve the magnetic vec-
tor potential equation to characterize multilayer Metal-Insulator-Semiconductor (MIS) 
transmission line structures. This approach leads to the frequency dependent distributed 
inductance and the resistance matrices of a multilayer MIS transmission line structure. It 
is shown that the frequency dependent transmission line parameters can be modeled by 
an efficient quasi-static formulation for all propagating modes including the slow-wave 
and skin-effect modes. To demonstrate the proposed approach for single and multilevel 
structures, the frequency dependent distributed inductance and resistance matrices cor-
responding to the propagating modes classified as the slow-wave and skin-effect modes 
are calculated and validated by comparison with full-wave solutions. ©Copyright by Alok Tripathi
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Chapter 1
	
INTRODUCTION
	
For the last several decades, modeling and characterization techniques for multi-
conductor transmission line (MTL) system have been a topic of active research. Appli-
cation of this research, in general, includes several important fields of electrical engi-
neering. One of the prominent applications of MTL system is in power systems for effi-
cient transmission of electrical energy from one point to another as in case of two/multi-
conductor power line. Multilevel interconnects present on the multilayer printed cir-
cuit boards (PCBs) and in high-speed digital and high-frequency RF integrated circuits 
are also examples of nonuniform MTLs. MTLs also have several useful applications in 
the area of microwave engineering, especially in MM1C's (Monolithic Microwave In-
tegrated Circuits), where they are widely used as basic building block element in some 
of the passive structures [5], [6], [7]. Furthermore, in the field of signal processing and 
system identification, the propagation and electrical characteristics of MTLs can also 
be indirectly linked with the development of several, now widely used algorithms. The 
well established theory of design of lattice filters [8], [9] (digital filters) pertaining to 
signal processing can be interpreted in terms of propagation and electrical characteris-
tics of transmission lines. Another example is in the solution (e.g. single and multi-
dimensional peeling algorithm [10], [11]) of several problems explicitly classified as 
single or multi-dimension inverse problems in the present system identification litera-
ture [8], [9], [12]. 
Several CAD-oriented (Computer-Aided-Design) models for application specific 
MTLs based systems have been proposed and investigated in the past. In general, most 
of these MTLs based systems have different CAD-oriented equivalent circuit models 
for modeling their electrical characteristics despite the fact that all of these systems can 
be described by the identical governing differential equations such as the transmission 2 
line equations. The same holds true for the electrical characterization techniques asso-
ciated with these application specific equivalent circuit models of MTL systems. The 
dependence of CAD-oriented equivalent circuit models and similarly the corresponding 
characterization techniques are due to the exploitation or emphasis of different aspects 
of the electromagnetic boundary value problems associated with these different appli-
cation. This results in different frequency, time and spatial variations in the correspond-
ing line parameters of the transmission line equations. For example, recent spectacular 
advances in the processing technology of semiconductors has lead to the reduction of 
active device sizes on digital and RF integrated circuits. The reduction of the device 
sizes such as MOSFET and BJT has made the associated parasitics smaller resulting in 
significant improvement in switching speed and the high frequency analog operational 
capabilities. Furthermore, demands of inclusion of more functionalities on die or on the 
same board, for better cost effectiveness, has lead to the increase in density and elec-
trical lengths of interconnects used in connecting the high-speed circuit devices. These 
interconnects now occupy a major area (real-state) of the die in a modern day inte-
grated circuit. The electrical characteristics of these high performance interconnects are 
influenced by several factors which includes spatial variation of the interconnect metal-
lization, inhomogeneity of dielectric layers, conductor and dielectric losses and various 
discontinuities such as vias, steps and bends. 
The high speed interconnects are designed with the objective to maintain the sig-
nal integrity and the timing constraints (noise margins and timing budgets) at very high 
frequency. Thereby, interconnects performance can significantly get affected by the 
high frequency electromagnetic issues associated with these structures. Unlike inter-
connects, in power transmission lines EMC and the non-ideal ground effects (due to the 
earth) are of significance and here the main emphasis is on the reduction of transmission 
losses. In such systems low frequency electromagnetic issues are more important and 
the transmission lines are uniform or can have spatial variation along the direction of 
propagation. High frequency effects (on the corresponding MTLs line parameters) are 
more dominant in applications involving usage of coupled transmission lines as passive 
components in MMICs. Here the MTLs are uniform or sometimes have spatial varia-3 
tion along the direction of the propagation. In all of the above mentioned applications, 
MTL systems are designed to reduce all type of losses which include the radiation loss 
(to reduce EMC related effects). In contrast to these applications, in antenna systems 
(e.g. dipole, microstrip antenna etc.) which can be considered as a transmission line 
systems the objective is to enhance and modify the radiation pattern. From the above 
discussion it is apparent that different dominant effects as well as system specifications 
for different applications determines the equivalent circuit CAD models as well as the 
characterization techniques linked with the MTLs based system to only specific sets of 
applications. 
1.1  OVERVIEW OF THESIS 
In this thesis fundamental theory of coupled transmission line is revisited and some 
new and significant results applicable to general MTL system are illustrated. These re-
sults further reinforce the validity and importance of already existing formulation based 
on the normal-mode parameters [13], [14],[15]. The presented work broadly addresses 
the following key areas: 
An overview of current state of art in the modeling techniques for MTL systems 
in microwave and high-speed interconnect applications. 
A new equivalent circuit CAD model (configuration-oriented model [2], [4]) for 
uniform MTL system based on the single transmission lines. 
Relationship of this model (configuration-oriented model) with respect to already 
existing equivalent circuit models for MTL system. 
Synthesis technique for a uniform lossless non-dispersive MTL system from the 
measured time-domain reflection response. 
A quasi-TEM based network analog approach for extraction of line parameters of 
MIS (Metal-Insulator-Semiconductor substrate) based multilayer multilevel trans-
mission line structures. 4 
Microstrip lines 
Embeded
	
microstrip lines
	
Power planes 
Strip lines 
Figure 1.1. A typical multilayer multilevel interconnect structure. 
The presented results are useful in modeling and characterization of typical uniform 
multiconductor transmission line structures in a multilayer dielectric and multilevel 
metallization type of interconnect environment typically encountered on integrated cir-
cuits or in high performance digital, RF or mixed signal printed-circuit boards. Such a 
schematic of a typical multilayer, multilevel interconnect structure is shown in Fig. 1.1. 
1.2  THESIS ORGANIZATION 
A general review of MTLs from the historical perspective for modeling, char-
acterization, synthesis and the extraction of characteristics parameters by electromag-
netic simulation is presented in Chapter-2. In Chapter-3, a new CAD-oriented model 
is proposed for the MTLs. This model consists of a system of transmission lines and 
has simpler SPICE input data requirements as compared to the modal decomposition 
based models.  It is shown that this configuration-oriented model can, in general, be 
implemented for the simulation of lossy and dispersive multiconductor inhomogeneous 5 
structures. The derivation of the circuit model is based on decomposition of the ad-
mittance or impedance matrix of the n coupled lines 2n-port system. Closed form ex-
pressions for the model parameters for the important cases of asymmetric coupled lines 
and symmetrical three coupled line structures are included in this chapter. Time- and 
frequency-domain simulation results for typical structures are presented to demonstrate 
the applications of the configuration-oriented SPICE models. 
The problem of synthesis of an equivalent 2n-port system (for n uniform coupled 
lines) from the reflection response of a uniform MTL system is a subset of classical 
problems defined as multi-dimensional inverse problems. In Chapter-4, a synthesis pro-
cedure for equivalent 2n-port system associated with n coupled lossless non-dispersive 
transmission lines from the measured reflection response of a uniform MTL system is 
proposed. An entirely new transition matrix function of a uniform MTL system in the 
discrete Fourier transform domain (z-domain) is derived. The relationship between the 
measured reflection response and the normal-mode parameters of MTL system are stud-
ied. Later, equivalence between the solution of special class of polynomial algebraic 
Riccati matrix equation [120] and the synthesis procedure proposed in this chapter is il-
lustrated. Furthermore, to exemplify this procedure coupled three microstrip line 6-port 
system is synthesized from the measured time-domain reflection response. 
In Chapter-5, a new approach based on network analog approach is proposed for ex-
traction of frequency dependent transmission line parameters of a MIS transmission line 
structure. This formulation is based on the vector magnetic potential equation applicable 
to MIS structure. A detailed description of how the magnetic potential equation can be 
discretized and various boundary conditions implemented for a MIS transmission line 
structures is illustrated. The proposed approach is then applied to several useful MIS 
transmission line structures to demonstrate the validity and accuracy of the approach. 
Conclusions and recommendations for possible future work based on the work re-
ported in this thesis are summarized in Chapter-6. 6 
Chapter 2 
INTRODUCTION TO MULTIPLE COUPLED LINES 
The analysis and modeling of coupled transmission systems including multicon-
ductor transmission lines has been a topic of considerable interest in recent years. Ad-
vances in planar and layered interconnect and propagation structures and components 
in microwave, high speed digital and mixed signal circuits have resulted in increased 
interest in efficient, accurate analysis and design of these circuits and systems. In this 
chapter, a general discussion of the coupled transmission line formulation and some 
typical applications of coupled transmission lines in MMECs is presented. The various 
CAD-oriented models proposed for MTL systems in the current literature relevant to 
the usage of MTLs as interconnects and passive components on integrated circuits or on 
printed-circuit boards are summarized. An overview of existing techniques for the syn-
thesis of transmission lines from the measured reflection and transmission response data 
are reported. Additionally, a brief description of the techniques currently available for 
the extraction of transmission line parameters of a multilayer transmission line structure 
with special emphasis to MIS transmission line structures are discussed. 
2.1  COUPLED TRANSMISSION LINE FORMULATION 
A general (n+1) multiconductor line system including the reference conductor 
plane is shown in Fig. 2.1. Assuming the given multiconductor transmission lines are 
uniform along the length and the propagation modes are quasi-TEM, the electrical char-
acteristics of this system are described by matrix telegraphers equations (or coupled 
transmission line equations) as, 
av] 
az  GR(w)] + jw[L(w)])ii  (2.1) 
aii 
az 
([G(w)] + jw[C(w)])v].  (2.2) 7 
n 
4 
3 
1  2  k 
vk 
(n-4-1) 
a.) 
z 
b.) 
Figure 2.1. A general MTLs system, and the corresponding 2n-port MTL system. 
Here the kth element of vectors v] represents the voltage between the kth conductor 
and the reference conductor. Similarly, the kth element of vector i] represents the cur-
rent flowing on the kth conductor. The matrices [R(w)], [G(w)], [L(w)] and [C(w)] 
are in general frequency dependent resistance, conductance, inductance and capacitance 
matrices respectively corresponding to the given multiconductor coupled line system. 
From the circuit point of view, the From the circuit point of view, desired form of so-
lution for (1) and (2) is to describe the given n uniform multiconductor transmission 
line system in terms of 2n-port (algebraic) system which is independent of the boundary 
conditions associated with the transmission line equations. This leads to an equivalent 
2n-port circuit block element, general enough to allow any terminal conditions in terms 
of linear as well as nonlinear circuit elements at the ports. The procedure for extraction 
of 2n-port algebraic system corresponding to the partial differential equations given in 
(1) and (2) is carried out by assuming  e3wt-72 variation along the direction of propaga-
tion. This assumption partially decouples the coupled transmission line equations. The 
resulting equations are further transformed by using linear transformations and leads 
to a generalized matrix eigenvalue problem and the corresponding decoupled transmis-
sion line equations. The solution of the generalized matrix eigenvalue problem and the 8 
associated decoupled transmission line equations can be described in terms of 2n-port 
algebraic system. Moreover, this 2n-port system can be expressed in terms of well know 
2n-port impedance, admittance, ABCD or the scattering matrix parameters [13], [14], 
[15]. 
In general, the circuit simulation and design of these structures is normally based on 
the characteristic parameters derived from a rigorous frequency dependent electromag-
netic solution, or the line constants derived from quasi-static solutions. The quasi-static 
solutions lead to the [R], [L], [G], and [C] matrices associated with the multiconduc-
tor system. The frequency dependent full wave solutions lead to the computation of 
eigenvalues, eigenvectors and eigenfunctions from which equivalent frequency depen-
dent elements of the [R],[L],[G] and [C] matrices can also be calculated. Discussion 
of capacitance and inductance matrices in terms of modal power is presented in [16]. 
Similarly, in [17] the quasi-TEM analysis of lossless coupled transmission line system 
in an inhomogeneous medium is reviewed. Starting from the generalized telegraphers 
equations the characteristic impedance of the normal-mode parameters using power-
current, power-voltage and voltage-current is defined and computed. Some examples of 
quasi-static and full wave approach based on one of these definition can be found in [3], 
[15], [18], [19]. Despite availability of procedure for representing coupled transmission 
line equations as a 2n-port system in terms of normal-mode parameters, survey of re-
cent literature reveals several different formulations [20]. Many of the formulations can 
lead to nonphysical values for the normal-mode parameters associated with the 2n-port 
system and was explicitly demonstrated in [21]. The details of the procedure for rep-
resenting coupled transmission line system in terms of 2n-port system and the physical 
significance of normal-mode parameters are reported in [3], [4], [13], [14], [15]. 
2.2 SOME APPLICATIONS OF MULTIPLE COUPLED LINES 
As alluded, earlier interconnects are composed of nonuniform MTLs and therefore 
MTLs are the essential components of integrated circuits and the printed-circuit boards 
for connecting various active devices. Also, in case of microwave integrated circuits, 9 
MTLs are also used in the design of passive devices. Despite several advancement 
in the design and wide usage of these passive (devices) structures several issues still 
remain unresolved and are at present subject of ongoing research. Here, some of the 
typical recent advances in the applications of MTLs in various passive structures are 
briefly reviewed. 
Application of coupled line in the design of couplers have been widely investigated 
and reported in the literature. Design procedure for asymmetric couplers (based on 
coupled transmission line) with equal phase velocity have been derived in [22]. Gun-
ton in [23] has derived design equations for the S-parameters for 4-port couplers with 
non-mode converting impedances based on the formulation for inhomogeneous coupled 
transmission lines given by Tripathi [13]. A more general formulation based on the 
optimization has been reported by Chin [24] for the design of couplers with real ter-
mination impedances. Sellberg [25] derived explicit formulas for the synthesis and the 
optimization of general uniform contra-directional couplers having complex termination 
impedances. Thereby the known method of compensating different phase velocities (c 
and it modes) using shunt capacitors can now also be included in the design procedure 
using this formulation. Couplers based on coupled dielectric waveguide, microstrips 
and coupled finline structure with co-directional or/and contra-directional coupling has 
been reported in [5], [6], [22], [23], [26], [27], [28]. Except for some special cases, a 
general solution to the problem of synthesis of asymmetric coupled line coupler remains 
unresolved and is an area of active research. 
In [29], [30], [31] a design procedure for edge-coupled transmission line transform-
ers for designing networks to provide DC isolation for biasing active circuits in MMIC 
applications has been reported. Quirarte has in [7] demonstrated how different config-
urations of coupled lines or parallel connected coupled lines can be used together to 
obtain differential phase shifters. Yansheng has shown that several short sections of two 
or more coupled lines when alternatively connected together can achieve the needed per-
formance of a single-section coupler and phase shifter [32]. This analysis is restricted to 
symmetrical structures. Applications and design procedures for filters based on special 
cases of MTLs are described in [33], [34] [35]. 10 
In recent years design procedures for the reduction of crosstalk for coupled inter-
connects is also being actively investigated. Use of substrate compensation to control 
crosstalk and coupling was reported in [36]. A layout technique which reduces the near-
est neighbor crosstalk for multiconductor signal buses is presented in [37]. A technique 
to analyze two conductor transmission lines with rectangular notch in the dielectric layer 
between the two strip for reduction of the crosstalk is presented in [38]. In general, much 
of the work reported regarding application of MTLs as circuit elements concerns only 
with few special cases of a general MTLs system. Application of general normal-mode 
formulation [13], [14] to various MTLs based devices is still a subject of active research. 
2.3  CAD-ORIENTED MODELING TECHNIQUES 
Computer-Aided-Design (CAD) methodologies for the design, simulation and op-
timization of integrated circuits are presently an integral part of integrated circuit design 
cycle. Sophisticated and accurate SPICE models for basic circuit elements or device 
model libraries are essential elements for a successful design. MTLs as interconnects 
or passive devices are now important structures and can significantly affect the perfor-
mance of integrated circuits. Crosstalk, noise due to reflections, skews, absolute delays 
and ground bounce limits the performance of digital and RFICs and have now become 
important issues to be included in the design cycle. Thereby, accurate and computa-
tionally efficient CAD models of MTLs are essential and are at present an active area 
of research. CAD models based on the equivalent circuits (model is generated using 
existing SPICE elements) and transfer function based techniques are the two distinct 
ways addressed in the current literature for modeling the MTLs based systems. We 
here review the current state of art in the modeling techniques for MTLs and also their 
evolution with time. Modeling techniques for MTLs from the perspective of intercon-
nects modeling and passive structures modeling in microwave and RF systems are only 
considered. 11 
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Figure 2.2. Equivalent circuit of coupled transmission lines in a homogeneous medium 
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Figure 2.3. Equivalent circuit of multiconductor transmission lines based on modal de-
composition [3]. [Mv] is the modal voltage eigenvector matrix, ; are the corresponding 
model characteristic impedances and 92: are the associated modal delays. 12 
2.3.1  Equivalent Circuit Models 
Several circuit models based on the solution of coupled transmission line equations 
have been proposed in the past. For a lossless multiconductor transmission line structure 
in a homogeneous media Seviora [39] presented an n coupled transmission line equiva-
lent circuit which requires only single transmission lines. Approximate synthesis proce-
dures for a 2n-port admittance matrix associated with coupled transmission lines using 
transmission lines and short-circuit stubs was reported in [40], [41]. These methods had 
negative characteristic immittance in the equivalent circuit. Equivalent circuit based on 
a pair of non-symmetrical coupled lines where the coupling between the neighboring 
lines were taken into the account was reported by Grayzel [42]. A general equivalent 
circuit for n coupled lines in homogeneous media based on the generalization of [42] 
was presented in [1]. An example of such an equivalent circuit for the case of coupled 
transmission line system is shown in Fig. 2.2. The basic element of this equivalent cir-
cuit consists of symmetrical coupled lines and transmission lines to model a general n 
coupled transmission line structure excluding the reference conductor. The number of 
elements needed in the equivalent circuit is at most (n2  n + 2)/2. For the case of loss-
less coupled transmission lines in inhomogeneous media with frequency-independent 
line constants, a SPICE model based on modal decompositions was proposed in [19]. 
This model represents the congruent transformer bank [43] by dependent sources and 
leads to a circuit model consisting of linear dependent sources and ideal delay elements 
representing uncoupled transmission lines (ref. Fig. 2.3). This model was also extended 
to lossy MTL system in [19]. The disadvantage of this model is that the linear dependent 
source elements vary with frequency. This means that the model is not appropriate for 
the transient analysis usually performed on time- domain circuit simulators. 
Simplified versions of the model valid for special cases of homogeneous, electri-
cally identical lines with near neighbor coupling only have also been reported [44], [45]. 
A rigorous procedure leading to the configuration-oriented equivalent circuit model, 
consisting of a system of transmission lines only, was reported for the case of homoge-
neous media in [2] (ref. Fig. 2.2). The number of transmission lines elements needed in 13 
the equivalent circuit is at most n(n+ 1)/2. Similar useful models valid for special cases 
of inhomogeneous structures have also been proposed and used in the design of coupled 
lines circuits [34], [46], [47], [48], [49]. These models are not suitable for a general 
multiconductor transmission line structure. A general configuration-oriented equivalent 
circuit model for multiconductor transmission lines in an inhomogeneous medium is 
reported in [4] (ref. Fig. 2.4). This circuit model demonstrates that the multiconduc-
tor coupled line system can be represented in terms of uncoupled transmission lines. 
These uncoupled transmission lines are connected in a configuration-oriented fashion. 
The number of transmission line elements needed in the equivalent circuit is at most 
n2(n + 1)/2. Modeling of lossy and lossless uncoupled transmission lines in this cir-
cuit model can be performed via several, widely available and reported CAD oriented 
models for single transmission line system in the present literature. For example, with 
configuration-oriented model a very useful and most commonly used algorithm for tran-
sient analysis of lossless transmission line system based on the method of characteristics 
proposed in [50] can be used in the simulation of lossless uncoupled transmission lines. 
The method of characteristics has been also extended to lossy transmission lines system 
in [51], [52]. Here the transfer function of lossy line is approximated in terms of lumped 
and distributed circuit elements which again can be used for simulating the lossy uncou-
pled transmission lines present in the configuration-oriented equivalent circuit model. 
2.3.2  Alternate Modeling Techniques: for MTLs 
As an alternative to the equivalent circuit methods where the emphasis is on ob-
taining the equivalent circuit of MTLs with the already existing SPICE circuit elements, 
several modeling techniques for MTLs which needs some preprocessing before SPICE 
implementation has been proposed in the current literature. In this section, some of 
these alternative methods are reviewed. 
Approximating transmission lines in terms of simplified pole-zero description has 
been investigated in [53], [54]. In [55], a distributed interconnect model is proposed for 14 
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Figure 2.4. Equivalent circuit of coupled transmission lines in an inhomogeneous media 
based on the configuration-oriented model [4]. Here the uncoupled transmission lines 
in the 7r  and c part are of different electrical lengths. 
a self-damped lossy transmission lines. A method for transient analysis of lossy trans-
mission lines with an arbitrary nonlinear terminal networks is presented in [56], [57]. 
Here the time-domain Green function is evaluated for the multiconductor transmission 
lines by terminating the ports with the quasi-match loads to ensure short duration of 
Green function response. A procedure based on the method of characteristic for simu-
lating lossless coupled line was demonstrated by Chang [43] and later extended to mul-
ticonductor lossy coupled transmission lines structure by Orhanovic and Chang [58], 
[59], [60]. A new approach for the time-domain simulation of transient on a dispersive 
and lossy coupled transmission lines terminated with the active devices was reported in 
[61], [62]. This method combines scattering matrix of an arbitrary line and the nonlinear 
causal impedance functions at load ends to derive expressions for the signals at the near 
and the far end. Numerical inversion of Laplace transform has been an important tool for 
time-domain analysis of high speed VLSI interconnects modeled by transmission line 
network. A procedure based on inversion of Laplace transform is presented for analysis 15 
of lossy coupled transmission lines with arbitrary linear termination and interconnect-
ing network is proposed in [63], [64]. Methods based on this procedure leads to slow 
decaying functions during Laplace inversion and therefore the convergence of inversion 
procedure in [63], [64] can be computationally inefficient. 
For a nonuniform MTL systems also several CAD oriented modeling techniques 
have been proposed in the literature.  In [65], time-domain scattering parameters of 
MTLs are formulated and the nonuniform section is modeled by cascaded uniform sec-
tions for simulating nonuniform MTL system. This procedure can lead to a very large 
number of cascaded uniform sections making the approach computationally inefficient. 
A procedure based on asymptotic waveform evaluation (AWE) technique is reported 
in [66], [67], [68]. In this procedure, Pade's moment-matching methods are used to 
approximate the frequency-domain transfer function of linear circuit by an equivalent 
circuit with fewer number of poles and residues. The disadvantage of this method is 
that the moment matching is done at the single point and leads to fewer number of 
poles. This is due to the ill conditioning of the Hankel matrix resulted in the solution 
of unknown terms in the equivalent circuit. Multi-point moment matching techniques 
such as Complex-Frequency-Hopping (CFH) or multi-point Pade's approximation [69] 
has been suggested as an alternative to AWE. For a lossy coupled line system, moment 
matching with Pade and CFH has been applied to obtain dominant poles of an equivalent 
network for frequency- and time-domain simulation is illustrated in [70]. This approach 
can be computationally inefficient and requires multiple expansions. To model transient 
response of nonuniform coupled line system a method of convolution-characteristics is 
reported in [71]. Based on Chebyshev expansion for the spatial variations of line pa-
rameters in transmission line equations a all purpose multiconductor transmission line 
model is described in [72], [73], [74] for efficient and robust interconnect simulation 
using a nonlinear circuit simulator such as SPICE. 
In general, most of these alternative approach are based on the theory of approxi-
mations and are ideal for nonuniform coupled transmission line interconnects structures. 
The disadvantage of some of these methods is that they are unsuitable for the broad 
range of interconnects typically encountered in different substrate environment. Some 16 
discussion where the need for an alternative approach, especially based on the equivalent 
circuit model approximation have been discussed in [75], [76]. Additionally, many of 
the alternative approaches sometimes can lead to an equivalent transfer function which 
violates some of the inherent properties related to physical systems such as symmetry 
and energy conservation present in the coupled transmission line equations. This results 
in unstable or physically unrealizable MTLs transfer functions. 
2.4 SYNTHESIS TECHNIQUES 
Synthesis techniques of a nonuniform transmission line system based on the in-
verse scattering (based on linear equations: layer-adjoining approach' and its dual the 
Schur-type algorithms: layer-peeling algorithm') has fascinated both the engineering 
and mathematical community alike. This is due to the linkage of these techniques to 
the solution of some of the very complex engineering problems. In general, the syn-
thesis techniques for lossless nonuniform transmission line system, classified as one-
dimension inverse problem, are now well established and are routinely and extensively 
used for many diverse applications. Some examples of these applications include inter-
connect modeling [10], [11], in signal processing for modeling of vocal tract for speech 
synthesis, in image processing and non-destructive testing for biomedical and material 
science applications. A brief overview of some of the significant historical contributions 
in the synthesis methods of transmission lines based on the inverse scattering techniques 
is presented here. 
In [77], using a discrete inverse scattering technique, impedance-profile of a nonuni-
form transmission line is synthesized which reflects an arbitrary waveform. Youla [78] 
and Wohlers [79] developed the realizability and uniqueness proofs for uniform trans-
mission lines with resistive and inductive terminations in frequency-domain. A synthe-
sis procedure for a tapered line has been proposed in [80]. Gopinath [81] presented 
a treatise on the existence and uniqueness of nonuniform transmission lines in time-
domain with the constraints on the propagation velocity to be constant. Orlov [82] 
developed the theory for nonuniform lines of arbitrary impedance profile. A detail de-17 
scription of theory reported in [82] and several other practical inversion and synthesis 
techniques is provided by Bruckstein [8], [9]. In this paper relationships between the 
layer-peeling algorithm and layer-adjoining algorithms proposed for solutions of one-
dimensional inverse scattering problems are illustrated. An approximate synthesis pro-
cedure for a lossy nonuniform transmission line system from the measured time-domain 
reflection and transmission data has been proposed in [83]. Unlike lossless case, a gen-
eral solution to the problem of synthesis of lossy nonuniform transmission line still 
remains unresolved. 
The synthesis techniques developed for a single nonuniform transmission lines have 
been also extended to several useful special cases, such as coupled symmetric transmis-
sion lines and the multiconductor coupled lines in a homogeneous media [10], [11], 
[84]. In case of coupled line system, an optimization based approach is proposed in 
[85] for modeling the board-level and package-level interconnect circuitry based on the 
measured time-domain reflectometry data. In [86] an experimental technique based on 
principle of causality has been proposed for circuit modeling and synthesis of multicon-
ductor transmission lines. In this paper only symmetrical coupled line structure is used 
as a test vehicle to demonstrate the approach which can be easily reduced to a problem 
of synthesis of single line using the constraint of symmetry. An approximate design pro-
cedure for the planar microwave filters based on theory of inverse scattering has been 
proposed in [87]. 
Approximate characterization techniques both in the frequency- and time-domain 
for a general lossless uniform MTL system from the measured reflection (and transmis-
sion) data using optimization have been proposed with a limited success [88], [89]. In 
[90] a general synthesis procedure for lossless uniform MTL system from the measured 
reflection data is proposed. Here the necessary and sufficiency conditions for the extrac-
tion of all the normal-mode parameters of uniform multiconductor transmission lines 
from the measured reflection data are derived [90]. A lossless uniform MTL 2n-port 
system terminated in a resistive network is only considered. A general solution to the 
problem of synthesis of lossless/lossy nonuniform MTL system which can be classified 
as multi-dimensional inverse problem still remains unresolved. 18 
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Figure 2.5. A typical die cross-section of MIS (Si  Si02) structure. 
2.5 MODELING OF MULTILAYER TRANSMISSION LINES 
Among the several, some of the general criteria for the selection of a CAD-oriented 
EM simulation tools for a particular application are: 
Accuracy and easy in implementation. 
Computational efficiency. 
Output parameter format (i.e. the extracted parameters of these tools should di-
rectly lead to the SPICE circuit elements which can then be easily incorporated in 
the circuit design tools). 
Range of validity (i.e. the extracted values should be valid over the wide range of 
input parameters values). 
Although, several EM-simulators which use accurate full-wave techniques ([91], 
[92], [93], [94], [95]) are available, the EM simulation tools based on the quasi-static 19 
approximations satisfy all of the above criteria for the present RF and digital applica-
tions. Therefore, the EM simulation tools based on the quasi-static techniques ([96], 
[97], [98], [99], [100], [101], [102], [103], [104]) are widely preferred for modeling and 
design of planar multilayer transmission lines or similar structures. Examples of these 
similar structures which are subset of general multilayer transmission line structure in-
cludes stripline, microstrip line, edge-coupled microstrip line and broad-side coupled 
microstrip line. 
Accurate CAD-oriented electromagnetic (EM) simulation tools for the characteri-
zation of CMOS or GaAs multilayer MIS transmission lines structure are important for 
the design of high speed digital and RFIC's. An example of a typical Si-SiO2 trans-
mission structure is illustrated in Fig. 2.5 [105]. The propagation characteristics of 
such structures with lossy media depends on the conductivity of substrate layer. In case 
of single transmission line on a CMOS substrate (Si-SiO2), the propagating mode can 
be classified as quasi-TEM, slow-wave and the skin-effect mode. This classification 
is based on the propagation characteristics of the mode [106].  Similarly, for n cou-
pled lines in a multilevel Si-SiO2 structure (CMOS), the n propagating modes can also 
be classified into the three mode categories as defined in case of single transmission 
line [91]. The modal characteristics of these n coupled transmission lines, and hence, 
the distributed transmission line matrix parameters exhibit significant frequency depen-
dence. In general, the modes classified as the skin-effect modes are the dominant modes 
of propagation for these transmission lines at the RF frequencies, particularly for IC's 
in CMOS technology. The associated frequency dependent modal characteristics of this 
mode can also be expressed in terms of frequency dependent distributed transmission 
line parameters. Quasi-static techniques proposed in [103], [104], [107], evaluate the 
distributed inductance matrix by replacing the dielectric media by an air media and 
then solving the Laplace equation associated with the corresponding boundary-value 
problem. Therefore, in these implementations the effect of substrate current on the in-
ductance matrix of a multilayer MIS transmission lines structure with lossy substrates 
are hence not included in the simulation. The efficient quasi-static techniques in [100], 
[108] which readily lead to the normal-mode parameters [13] required in the circuit 20 
design of MTL system based interconnection and passive structures in the CMOS tech-
nology such as inductors and transformers are only limited to the quasi-TEM and the 
slow-wave modes. Several measurement based characterization techniques for the trans-
mission lines on Si-SiO2 substrate has been also investigated in [109], [110], to study 
their propagation and the impedance characteristics. Many new CAD models based on 
optimization of the electrical response (limited to a particular structure) or based on 
modification of existing closed form formulas for special cases of MIS transmission 
line structures are proposed in [111], [112], [113], [114]. In [115] the effect of substrate 
current is included via a quasi-static formulation based on the magneto-static potential 
equation. Based on this formulation a CAD-oriented spiral model valid for quasi-TEM, 
slow-wave and skin-effect region is demonstrated in [116]. 
Several full-wave methods for evaluating the propagation characteristics of MIS 
transmission lines structures have been also actively investigated. Techniques based 
on the hybrid methods have been also proposed for the characterization of multilayer 
transmission line structure. Some recent work in this direction is briefly reviewed here. 
The full-wave method based on Spectral-domain approach is an important technique 
widely preferred for CAD based EM simulators (e.g. Momentum: HP EEsoF). Some 
of the main advantages of this approach are: computationally efficient, numerically sta-
bile and easy to implement. In [91], [93] the full-wave Spectral-domain technique has 
been applied to analyze MIS based microstrip line, symmetric and asymmetric coupled 
microstrip lines. In these formulations the thickness of conductors are not taken into 
the account which can significantly affect the electrical characteristics of MTL system. 
Furthermore, it is only suitable for planar layered structures. Hybrid mode formulations 
which, in general, are combinations of two or more techniques have been proposed for 
more practical interconnection structures. In [94], lossy coplanar type transmission lines 
are analyzed using a hybrid mode formulation based on the full-wave Spectral-domain 
approach and the perturbation method. Ching-Kuang [95] has proposed a full-wave 
mixed potential based mode matching approach for the analysis of planar transmission 
lines. For homogeneous and inhomogeneous doping profile a hybrid mode analysis is 
presented in [117] to characterize the propagation properties of uniplanar slow-wave 21 
MIS coplanar transmission lines. A rigorous procedure for evaluating the frequency de-
pendent propagation characteristics of lossless and lossy open coupled polygonal con-
ductor transmission lines, which includes the case of thick conductors is presented [92]. 
Similarly, Jun-Wu [118] has presented a full-wave technique for evaluating the prop-
agation and losses in a lossy line system. A full-wave mode matching procedure for 
analysis of planar transmission line structure is reported in [95]. The full-wave methods 
can accurately model the propagation characteristics of MIS transmission line structure 
but are generally computationally inefficient and therefore not suitable for CAD imple-
mentation. 
2.6 COMMENTS 
In this thesis, multiconductor transmission lines are revisited with particular em-
phasis to address the present requirement of general CAD-oriented model and theoret-
ical framework for efficient transient analysis of uniform MTLs on time-domain simu-
lators. A new CAD-oriented equivalent circuit model (configuration-oriented model) is 
proposed which consists of single transmission lines. Although, several CAD models 
had been already proposed in the past, this model provides more physical insight into 
the normal-mode theory proposed in [13] for coupled transmission lines. It also includes 
the case of lossy dispersive uniform MTL system. The requirement of this model in bet-
ter understanding of normal-mode theory for the design of general asymmetric coupled 
microstrip line filters was particularly alluded in [34]. Equivalence between this model 
[4], the model based on modal decomposition [3] and the normal-mode parameters [13], 
[14] is illustrated. Later, using this equivalence a synthesis procedure for uniform MTL 
2n-port system from the measured time-domain reflection response is reported [90]. 
Also, a new approach based on the magneto-static potential equation and solved via 
network analog approach is described for modeling multilayer multilevel layered MIS 
transmission line structure. 22 
Chapter 3
	
A CONFIGURATION-ORIENTED SPICE MODEL
	
3.1  INTRODUCTION 
In this chapter, the configuration-oriented SPICE model for a general case of in-
homogeneous multilayer multiconductor lines is reported. This model is an extension 
of the earlier configuration-oriented model proposed in [20] for uniform MTL system 
in a homogeneous media to a more general case of inhomogeneous media [4]. The pro-
posed equivalent circuit model consists of uncoupled transmission lines connected in the 
configuration-oriented fashion as was the case in the earlier model [20]. A general for-
mulation and the extraction procedure for equivalent circuit based on the configuration-
oriented model for n multiconductor transmission line system is described. This proce-
dure is based on the admittance matrix of 2n-port system associated with the n coupled 
lines and leads to a configuration-oriented model based on the 7r-type of topology [4], 
[119]. A similar procedure based on the impedance matrix can also be derived and 
leads to a configuration-oriented model based on the T-type of topology [4], [119]. The 
T-type of topology is the dual of 7r-type of topology [119]. The procedure is then il-
lustrated by applying it to a case of general asymmetric coupled line. Network models 
based on the 7F and T type of configuration-oriented model topologies are demonstrated 
and equivalence with the similar models proposed in past for special cases of coupled 
lines is shown. Another procedure for obtaining the configuration-oriented model based 
on the decomposition of characteristic admittance matrix is exemplified by applying 
it to a case of three symmetric coupled microstrip lines [14]. The applicability of the 
configuration-oriented model to a multiconductor lossy coupled line system is discussed. 
Several examples of typical applications of configuration-oriented models in microwave 
and digital realms are presented to demonstrate the accuracy and the versatility of the 
proposed equivalent circuit model. This chapter includes the derivations and proofs of 
the results used in the chapter. 23 
3.2 EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT MODEL 
The configuration-oriented SPICE model consists of a network of uncoupled trans-
mission lines characterized by their propagation constants and impedances. The model 
can be readily derived from the admittance (impedance) matrix characterizing the 2n-
port system, as described in this section. 
The procedure for deriving the expression for the admittance or impedance matrix 
of the general 2n-port is well known and is based on the solution of coupled transmission 
lines equations 
av] 
(3.1)
az 
ai] 
(3.2) az 
where vectors v] and i] represent voltages and currents on the lines and 
[Z (w)]  [R] + jw[L],  [Y (w)] = [G] + jw[C] 
[R], [L], [G], [C] are the per unit length line constant matrices whose elements are in 
general frequency dependent. The coupled transmission lines equations (1) and (2), 
are decoupled with the help of voltage and corresponding current eigenvector matrices 
[Mv] and [M1]  = [My]-') respectively, leading to the characterization of the 
general n lines 2n-port by its admittance matrix [15] as given by (refer: section-(3.5.1)), 
[YA]  [YB] 
(3.3) 
[YB]  [YA] 
with 
[YA] = [YLM] * [My][Coth(7j1)]diag[MI]T 
[YB] = [YLM] * [MV][CSCh(7i1)]diag[MI]T 
YLM11  YLM12  YLMln 
[YLM]nxn = 
YLMn1  YLM nn 24 
where -yi represents the ith eigenvalue and is the ith normal-mode propagation constant. 
[YLM] is the line mode admittance matrix whose element I/LAI km represents the charac-
teristic admittance of the kth line for mth mode and / is the length of the uniform coupled 
multiconductor system. The operator "" was defined in [15] for  [C] = [A] * [B], as a 
product of corresponding terms of matrices [A] and [B].  It is readily shown that the 
admittance matrix of the 2n-port as given by equation (3) can be decomposed as 
(3.4) [Y]  E[Ym]
m =1 
The [Ym] represents the partial admittance matrix of the 2n-port corresponding to mode 
m and can be expressed as 
cotheym1)[Knh]  cscheym1)[Yenh] 
[Ym]2nx2n  (3.5) 
csch(1'mO[Yer,1]  coth('ym1)[Yg] 
where 
[Kinnxn = anm] * [Mv])[Dm]diag[Mr]T  (3.6) 
and 
Dm (j, i) = 0,  m 
[Dm]diag =  (3.7)
Dm(j, j) = 1,  j = m 
The symmetric matrix [Yji, ] (refer:  section-(3.5.2)) defined in equations (5) and (6) 
corresponds to the characteristic admittance matrix for mode m, and its (i,j)th element 
is given by, 
Yeri (i, j) = YLM(i, m)Mv (i  17)MT (m,  (3.8) 
The matrix [Ym] in (5) is similar to the 2n-port admittance matrix corresponding to n 
coupled lines in a homogeneous medium. Recalling that the admittance matrix of a 
transmission line two port having length 1, propagation constant -y and characteristic 
admittance Y is given as 
[ Y coth(71)  17, csch(-y1) 
[112x2  (3.9) 
cschey1)  coth(71) 25 
Symmetry of [17h] implies that the 2n-port network represented by [Ym] consists of 
these transmission lines connected in so-called 'configuration-oriented' manner [2]. 
That is, the partial admittance matrix [Ym] for mode m is synthesized by a homoge-
neous configuration-oriented model [2] having transmission lines electrical lengths cor-
responding to the mth mode eigenvalue. The complete network then is obtained as a 
parallel combination of the n, 2n ports with each 2n-port corresponding to an orthog-
onal mode. A similar procedure can be applied to the impedance matrix leading to a 
dual topology and corresponding network of transmission lines that is equivalent to the 
multiconductor multiport.  It is seen that the admittance or impedance matrix of a n 
multiconductor transmission lines system can in general be simulated by n2 (n + 1)/ 2 
transmission lines. In the case of symmetry, the number of lines are reduced depending 
upon the type of symmetry. 
An alternate approach of deriving these circuits involves the use of the characteris-
tic impedance or admittance matrix of the coupled system. These matrices represent a 
network which terminates all the modes simultaneously on all the lines. The elements 
of these matrices represent the characteristic immittance of the transmission lines that 
constitute the equivalent circuit. The length of the transmission lines corresponds to the 
electrical length of the corresponding mode. Both the 2n-port and the characteristic im-
mittance matrix based decomposition procedures, of course, lead to the same equivalent 
circuit representation (refer: section-(3.5.3)). 
3.3  NETWORK MODEL FOR UNIFORM COUPLED LINES 
The procedure presented in the previous section is applied to general asymmet-
ric and symmetric three lines cases to illustrate the technique and derive closed from 
expressions for the modal parameters for these two important cases. 26 
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Figure 3.1. SPICE model for asymmetric coupled lines based on a four port admittance 
matrix. (b) SPICE model based on four port impedance matrix. 7', and T, are the time 
delays associated with the c and 7r modes. In case of lossy coupled lines the delays and 
the characteristic admittances of uncoupled transmission lines are function of frequency. 27 
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Figure 3.2. SPICE model for symmetrical coupled lines based on a four port admittance 
matrix. (b) SPICE model based on four port impedance matrix. teven and todd are the 
time delays associated with the even and odd mode. In case of lossy coupled lines the 
delays and the characteristic admittances of uncoupled transmission lines are function 
of frequency. 28 
3.3.1  Asymmetric Coupled Lines 
A general uniform coupled two line system can be decoupled in terms of two 
propagating modes it and c [13]. The voltage and the corresponding current eigenvector 
matrices [Mv], [M1] can be defined as ([13]) 
and 
[  R1e  R1., 
Rir Rc [MI] = ([MV] 1)T		 (3.10) R, 
1
Re[ 1  1  1. 
Where 'y7, and 7, represent eigenvalues and are the normal-mode propagation constants 
for the it and c modes, 1? and Re represent the ratio of voltage on line two with respect 
to line one for it and c modes respectively [13]. The line mode admittance matrix [Km] 
is expressed as 
[ Ycl  Yore 
[YLM]2X2 =  (3.11) 
Yc2  Yr2 
The admittance matrix of the general asymmetric two line system [13] obtained from 
equations (3),(10) and (11) is expressed as a sum of two matrices corresponding to the 
two modes using equations (4)-(8), and are found to be 
[coth(7,0[Vh]  csch(7,1)[YA]
[Y]4x4 = 
csch(7,0[Yel]  coth(7,1)[Yelrh] 
[coth(771)[Ycel]  csch(7,1)[Ycch]
+		 (3.12)
csch(7,1)[17ch]  coth(7cl)[Ycd  c' 
where 
RcY7r 1  -zIza_ 
Rc  Rir  Rc R-r
[Ycirld =  [ 
171.2  RirKr2 
(Rc  Rm.) I Rc Rir  Rc  Rir 
RirKi  yea_ 
and  [YA]  Rc  RA.  Rc  Rir =  [		 (3.13) K2  RcK2 
(Rc  Rir) I Rc Rir  Rc  Rir 29 
Each matrix [Y],, and [Y]c in equation (12) can be synthesized in general by three trans-
mission lines connected at the input and output ends in a 7 configuration [2]. These 
two networks connected in parallel yield a complete equivalent circuit as shown in Fig. 
3.2a for the coupled line system. The expressions for the characteristic admittance of 
the transmission lines in the SPICE model in Fig. 3.2a correspond to the admittance 
matrices given by equation (13) and are given by (see eqns. (37) and (38)), 
yhlr  Yid (Re  1)  y217,  RrYr, 2(RRire 1) 
Re  Rr 
y317r  Yci(1  R7r) 
1771  Rgt RcR; 
RcYc2(1 3721c  = 
R-7r)  Y31c  (3.14)
Re  Rr 
As noted earlier, the impedance matrix can also be used to construct an alternate 
equivalent model of the coupled system. The impedance matrix of a general asymmetric 
coupled line system given in [13] is readily decomposed into two modes 
[44x4 = [Zr]4x4 + [Zd4 x 4  (3.15) 
Each matrix in equation (15) can be modeled by three transmission lines connected in a 
T configuration for each mode. The complete equivalent circuit is shown in Fig. 3.2b. 
The expressions for characteristic impedance of the transmission lines in this SPICE 
model (Fig. 3.2b) are given by, 
Zir Re  Z71.2
(1  R,),  =  (1  R,) ,
Re  R, 
ZwifteR, Zi =  3ir  Hir(Rc  ), Re  R, 
Z  Z ReR, 
Z 21c  (3.16)
Re  R, (Rc  1)'  Rc 
It should be noted that the characteristic impedance and admittance matrices of the cou-
pled lines system are symmetric and represent a passive n-port network. However, the 
characteristic impedance of some transmission lines in the equivalent circuit can be 30 
negative depending on modal decomposition. The decomposition of the characteristic 
admittance matrix (stable and passive network) into the sum of n partial admittance ma-
trices leads to a stable configuration-oriented model in spite of the fact that some of the 
elements are not passive. This is like having two equal length lines in parallel. For a 
stable system one of them can have negative characteristic admittance as long as the 
total combined characteristic admittances of the two lines is positive. These negative 
impedance transmission lines can be simulated by a positive impedance transmission 
line elements with the linear dependent sources for the impedance conversion or directly 
as a negative impedance transmission lines on many CAD tools like LIBRA. Further-
more, in case of symmetric lossless coupled lines (ft = 1, Rc = 1, 177,1 = 17,r2 and 
Yci = K2 leads to: Yodd=2Y31, and Kven=Yilc) the model reduces to the four transmis-
sion lines system presented in [47] (Fig. 3.2a) or to the T equivalent network as shown 
in Fig. 3.2b (Zeven=24, and Zodd=ZL). Similarly for the case of lossless symmetric 
coupled lines in a homogeneous medium (y, = 'ye), the equivalent system reduces to a 
three transmission lines system as in [2]. 
3.3.2  Symmetric Three-Coupled Lines 
For the case of symmetric coupled three-line structures, the voltage and associated 
current eigenvector matrices corresponding to the three propagating modes a, b and c, 
are given by [14], 
1 1  1 
[Mr] =  0  Rv1  Rv2  (3.17)
1 1  1 
and 
Rvl  R2  Rvl 
[M1]  = ([11117]-1)T  0  2  2  .  (3.18) 2(Ri,1  Ra) 
Ru2  Rvl Rv2 Rvl 31 
The line mode admittance matrix [Kw]  is 
Yal  Ybl  Ycl 
[YLM]3x 3  =  Ya 2  Yb2  Yc2  (3.19) 
Ya3  Yb3  Yc3 
and N, -yb, 'ye are the propagation constants associated with the normal-modes a, b and 
c [14]. For three symmetric coupled lines Y- = Ya3,  Yb1  = Yb3 and 17c1 =  K3.  Substi-
tuting equations (17)-(19) in equation (6) leads to the characteristic admittance matrices 
for the modes a,b and c and are given as (refer: eqn. (39)) 
Yal 
2  0  2
7,11 
[Kahl =		 0  0 0 
Ya3  0  17"-
2 2 
Ri,2Ybi  2y, 
1 
Rv1 Rv21762  2Rv1Yb2 Rv1Rv2n2 2(141  Rv2) 
Rv2Yb3  2n3  Rv2Yb3 
and 
Rvl Ycl  2i/c1  Rvl Ycl 
1
[Kh] =  Rv1Rv2Yc2  217,,b2Yc2  Rv1Rv2Yc2  .  (3.20)
2(111  Rv2) 
21/6 Rvi	  Rvl Yc3 
The six port transmission line network is then readily constructed as three modal 
networks connected in parallel. The complete network, then, consists of thirteen trans-
mission lines. The expressions for the characteristic admittances for the lines are given 
below (refer: eqns. (37) and (38)): 
Transmission lines between: ports 1 and 4, 
Ybl (1  Rv2 )  Ycl (Rvl  1)
 
Rvi  Rv2  Rvi  Rv2
 
ports 2 and 5,
	32 
ports 3 and 6, 
Rvi (1 
Rv1 
RE, ) 
142 
YaRo (Rvi 
Rvi  Rv2 
1) 
Yb3 (1 
Rv1 
terminal pairs (1, 2) and (4, 5) 
Rv2) 
Rv2 
(Ri1  1) 
pp 
R-v2 
Ycl 
1?1  R2  R1 Rv2 
terminal pairs (2, 3) and (5, 6) 
Rv1Rv21/62  Rv1Rv2K2 
2(R1  Rv2)  2(Rv1  Rv2) 
terminal pairs (1, 3) and (5, 6) 
Yal  Rv2Y61  RvlYcl 
2  2(R/A  Rv2)  2(141  Rv2) 
The electrical length of these transmission lines are given by the corresponding electrical 
length of the three modes. 
3.3.3  Lossy Dispersive Multiconductor Coupled Lines 
In general, the coupled line systems have conductor and dielectric losses and 
therefore the uncoupled transmission lines in the configuration-oriented model have 
frequency dependent complex propagation constants and the complex characteristic 
impedances. The multiport SPICE simulation for lossy dispersive multiconductor cou-
pled lines can be accomplished by modeling the uncoupled lines obtained from the 
formulation presented in section-(3.2) in terms of their two port frequency dependent 33 
network functions such as [Y] or [S] parameters or modeling them in terms of equiva-
lent circuits consisting of ideal lumped and delay elements as shown in [52] for a single 
microstrip. The frequency dependent complex characteristic parameters (propagation 
constants, line mode impedances, eigenvector matrices) are computed using a rigor-
ous frequency dependent technique like the Spectral-domain approach [15] or by using 
CAD-oriented quasi-TEM methods (e.g.,[121]). The model transmission line parame-
ters can be obtained in terms of equivalent frequency dependent self and mutual line 
constants per unit length as shown in [122]. As an example, for the simple case of iden-
tical coupled lines, the even and odd-mode propagation constants and impedances are 
readily expressed as 
=  VRR± Rm) + jw(L± 
Lm)][(G  Gm) + jw(C R Cm)]  (3.21) 
and 
(R f R,) + jcv(L f Lm)
ZeO  (3.22)
(G  Gm) + jw(C  Cm) 
in terms of the frequency dependent equivalent line constants representing self and mu-
tual inductances, capacitances, resistances and conductances per unit length of the lines. 
For the case of low losses, equations (21) and (22) can be simplified as 
Ze,0  (3.23)
V CFCm 
Ye,o  Lm)(C + Cm) 
+Rf Rm  G 
zie 0.  (3.24) 240  2 
These line constants (R, Rm, L, Lm, G, Gm, C, Cm) can be calculated by using quasi 
static as well as full wave analysis of the coupled system [15], [121], [122]. For the 
general asymmetric coupled lines and multiconductor coupled systems the modeling of 
individual lossy, dispersive lines [52] in terms of network functions, frequency depen-
dent line constants or equivalent circuits is similar to the symmetrical coupled line case. 34 
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3.3.4  The Procedure: 
The general procedure for building a configuration-oriented SPICE model of gen-
eral n line 2n-ports is summarized below. 
Evaluate propagation constants (-y's), eigenvector matrices [MI] or [My]) and line 
mode admittance matrix ([YLM]) elements using full-wave analysis [122] or com-
pute [R], [L], [G] and [C] matrices using quasi-static analysis [15] and then eval-
uate propagation constants (-y's) and corresponding voltage eigenvector matrix 
using eigenvalue equation and [K,A1] line mode admittance matrix whose (k,m)th 
element corresponds to the characteristic admittance of the kth line for mth mode 
[13], [14], [15]. 
Using equations (4)-(8) decompose the admittance matrix as in equation (3) into 
a sum of partial admittance matrices [17,2], each corresponding to the mth mode. 
Each partial admittance matrix corresponding to a propagation mode is synthe-
sized as a 2n-port network with the two wire transmission lines as in [2] (refer: 
eqns. (37) and (38)), with the transmission line lengths equal to the electrical 
length of the respective mode. 
Connect the 2n-port networks of each partial admittance matrix in parallel to ob-
tain the configuration-oriented SPICE model of a general n-line 2n-port. 
3.4  RESULTS 
In order to validate the accuracy of the models and demonstrate their usefulness 
and versatility, the frequency- and time-domain responses of typical coupled lines struc-
tures are presented. Unlike most of the earlier circuit models, the present model can 
incorporate conductor, dielectric losses and the dispersion due to this losses for the sys-
tem of n coupled lines. The multiconductor n line system can be represented as 2n-port 
(multiport) element, independent of termination conditions at those ports, enabling us 36 
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port. 
to simulate the 2n-port with linear and nonlinear terminations in a complex circuit envi-
ronment. 
Figure 3.3 shows the time-domain response of a symmetrical lossless microstrip 
line terminated with the impedances given by zt (zt = \/zezo) at all the four ports. For 
these calculations Er =4.5, wl=w2=0.18 mm, s1=0.04 mm, h=0.1 mm, L=1 mm, strip 
thickness= 12 pm, and the loss tangent of the dielectric layer, tan (5, is 0.05. Due to the 
medium inhomogeneity, both the even and the odd modes are excited and arrive at the 
terminating ports at different times, generating far end crosstalk. Intuitively, it is can be 
seen that in the equivalent circuit for the even mode excitation the signal transmission 
is only through the transmission lines associated with the even mode. Similarly for the 
odd mode excitation the signal transmission is through the lines associated with the odd 
mode. The response is exactly the same as that found by using the SPICE model based 
on the 
The time-domain step response of a lossy symmetrical coupled line having both 
dielectric and conductor losses is shown in Fig. 3.4. Here Er=4.5, wl=w2=0.18 mm, 
s1=0.04 mm, h=0.1 mm, L=1 mm, strip thickness= 12 pm, and the loss tangent of the 37 
dielectric layer (tan (5) is 0.05. Due to the presence of these losses the uncoupled trans-
mission line expressions given in (14) or (16) are frequency dependent. The approximate 
expression similar to (23) and (24) are used to simulate the individual (four) uncoupled 
lossy transmission lines given in (14) and (16). The simulations are performed using the 
configuration-oriented SPICE models (`7r topology': Fig. 3.2a and 'T topology': Fig. 
3.2b) with the HP-EEsof CAD tools. As expected, the time-domain waveforms obtained 
from both the 7r and T topology based configuration-oriented SPICE models are found 
to be identical. 
The time-domain step response of an asymmetric coupled lossless microstrip struc-
ture is shown in Fig. 3.5. For these calculations 7. =9.8, wl =0.24 mm, w2=0.48 mm, 
s1=0.04 mm, h=1.0 mm, L=9.3 mm and the strip thickness is 12 pm. As in the case 
above, the simulations are performed using the 7r (eqns (14): Fig. 3.2a) and the T topol-
ogy (eqns (16): Fig. 3.2b) based configuration-oriented SPICE models. The obtained 
time-domain waveforms are found to be identical in both the cases. Additionally, the 
asymmetric coupled microstrip four port in this example is same as that of [3] and vali-
dates the accuracy of the present model. 
Figure 3.6 shows the frequency response of edge coupled two-section filter simu-
lated by LIBRA using the coupled line model given in Fig. 3.2a. Each section con-
sists of asymmetric coupled microstrips. The effect of dielectric and conductor losses 
are also included in the simulation. The example demonstrates the application of the 
configuration-oriented model presented here for the design of general asymmetric and 
multiconductor coupled line circuits. The values of the [R], [G], [L] and [C] matrices 
for each asymmetric coupled line section in this filter are obtained by using a CAD ori-
ented quasi-TEM method [121]. The modeling of the individual lossy dispersive lines 
is done in terms of network functions [52]. The obtained response in Fig. 3.6 is similar 
to that of response obtained by the simulation of this filter using a full-domain EM tool 
(HP-EEsof: Momentum). The configuration oriented model can in general include the 
frequency variations of [R], [0], [L] and [C] matrices and is dependent upon the avail-
ability of a single lossy dispersive transmission line model, for which several good CAD 
oriented techniques are already available. 38 
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The time-domain response for three symmetrical coupled lossless lines is shown in 
Fig. 3.7 in order to demonstrate the applicability of the model presented here for the 
simulation of multiconductor transmission lines in high speed digital circuits. For these 
calculations Er= 12.8, w1=0.3 mm, s1=0.3mm, h=0.635 mm and strip thickness is 12 
pm. The input and output ports are terminated by 50 /2 impedances except port 5 which 
drives a high impedance CMOS inverter. The time-domain step response shows signal 
degradation, coupling and crosstalk effects between the active and passive lines. 
3.5  DERIVATIONS & PROOFS 
In this section derivations and proofs for some of the results used in this chapter 
are derived. 40 
3.5.1  Admittance Matrix : n Coupled Lines 2n-Port System 
A procedure similar to that in [13] leads to the solution of n coupled transmission 
line equations ((1) and (2)) in terms of normal-mode parameters. Using this procedure 
the expressions obtained for the voltages and the corresponding currents in terms of 2n 
waves is given by, 
[dn.].  =- [MV][e- ry'x]diag[ar]nxl 
+ [My] [e's]diag [at] n x1  (3.25) 
[i]nx1 = ([YLM] * [MV])[C7ix]diag[adnx1 
([YLM] * [MI/])[Oix]diag [adn xi.  (3.26) 
Where the columns of matrix [My] are the voltage eigenvectors, ryi is the ith normal-
mode propagation constant, [YLM] is the line mode admittance matrix and operator 
is defined in (3). The admittance matrix for the multiconductor coupled-lines 2n-port 
system is obtained by combining (25) and (26). The final expression for the admittance 
matrix is given in (3). 
3.5.2  Proof: [KV is Symmetric 
It is clear from (25) and (26) that in a system of n coupled lines these 2n waves 
actually consist of two independent sets of it waves each propagating in the opposite di-
rection. Moreover, these n waves satisfy the coupled transmission line equations (Wand 
(2)), leading to : 
[Z] [Y] [Mv] = [MidfrYndiag  (3.27) 
and 
[y] [  m * [MV]) = l[YLM] * [mv ]) [-e ]di a 6, .  (3.28) 
Taking the transpose of (28) and observing that the matrix [Z] and [Y] are symmetric 
yields 
([17L,m] * [Mv])T[Z][Y] = hlthag ([YLm] * [MaT.  (3.29) 41 
The columns of matrix [Mv] are the right eigenvectors and the rows of matrix ([YLM] * 
[Mv])T are left eigenvectors of matrix [Z][Y]. The equation obtained by multiplying on 
the right hand side of (27) by ([YLM] * [Mv])T and then subtracting the equation obtained 
by multiplying on the left hand side of (29) by [Mv] is 
([YLM] * [Mv])T[Mv]Hidiag  fradias 
([YLM] * [Mv])T [Mv] = 0.  (3.30) 
Equation (30) shows that ([YLM] * [Mv])T [Mv] commutes with the diagonal matrix of 
distinct elements and therefore should be diagonal. Therefore, 
([YLM] * [Mv])T [Mv] = [Ai]diag.  (3.31) 
The values of Ai depend upon (1) and (2). Combining (31) with (6) gives 
[Y7 ] = ([YLM] * [Ma[Ai]diag [Drn]diag([Km] * [Mv])T 
[Krir, = [Mid  7' [Addiag[Dm]diag[MV]  (3.32) 
where the matrix [Dm]diag is defined in equation (7). 
3.5.3  The Procedure: Based on Characteristic Admittance or Impedance Matrix 
An alternate approach can also be used in deriving the equivalent circuit with the 
help of the characteristic impedance matrix [Zch] or admittance matrix [Kid ([Ych] =-
([YLM] * [Mv])[Mv]-1). For example, the characteristic admittance and impedance 
matrices for the coupled two line structure, as given in [13], are 
RrYei+RcYri  Ycl Y,rl

Rc 14  Rc
 [Ych] =  (3.33)
lir 2 K2  &K2RirYit21 
(Rc Rir)I Rc  Re  R7r 
and 
Zirifte  Zcl  Z7ri
Re R,  (R, Rc) I Rc R7r [Zch] =  (3.34)
Z 2  Zit. 2  Rc Zc2 R, Zir2 
Rc  Rc 42 
Where 11, and R are the ratio of voltage on conductor 2 to the voltage on conductor 
1 for the two modes, Yci, K2,1771, Yr2 are corresponding line mode admittances and 
Z71.1, Z72 are the line mode impedances. 
The above impedance or admittance matrix for two coupled lines can be expressed 
as a sum of two matrices, with the 7r mode and c mode terms separated, as 
&Yr  =Yal_ 
Re  Rir  Rc  Rir
[Ych] 
Y,2  RTY/r2
(Rc /4)1 Rc Rir  Re  Rir 
RrYci 
Re kir  Rc  Rir  (3.35)
1/c2  RcYc2 
(Rc Rir)/RcRn.  Rc  c 
and 
Z Rc  Z 
(14 Rc) I Rc Rir [Zch] = 
Rc 
Zr2 
Rc 14  RcRir 
Z c1
Rc  (174r  Rc) I Re R7r  (3.36)
Rc Zc2 
Rir  Rc R4r 
These matrices are symmetric and singular. From these matrices, each associated with a 
mode (n-1), the corresponding configuration-oriented models are obtained by using two 
wire transmission lines. The characteristic admittance of the transmission line with its 
one end connected to ports i and k is given by, 
Ykm =  k),,  (3.37) 
and the characteristic admittance of the transmission line connecting port i and ground 
(0) is 
Yom E Ych(i, k),,  (3.38) 
k=1 
The length of transmission lines corresponds to the electrical length of mode. Therefore 
the matrices [Ki] and [Zch] can be synthesized with six transmission lines leading to 
the same equivalent circuits as shown in Fig. 1 a,b. 
The characteristic admittance matrix of symmetrical three coupled lines is derived 
in a similar manner in terms of the line mode admittance of three lines, the mode volt-43 
ages and current ratios and propagation constants for the normal-modes, and is given by 
[14], 
Yal (Rvl  Rv2) Ybl Rv2+Yc1 Rvl  Yb1 al  Yal (Rv2 R.,1 )Ybl Rv2+Yc1 Rv 1
fiv2  R  2(Rv1Rv2) 1 Rv2) Ku 2 
141 Rvy Y62 +Rvl Ro2Yc2  Rv4iYri :RR:22c2 Ryi R,4Y62-4-R1,1 R1,2 Ye2 [Kid =  2(Rv1 Rv2)
T 
2(R1-R.,2)  .(3.39) 
(R,, Rv2 Ya3  R1,2 Yb3+Rv 1 Yc3 Y63 
2(R41 111,2)  3 2(Ri-R2) KYcu2 
Where Yai,K2, .. etc. are the line mode admittances of three lines for modes a,b and c 
and the corresponding voltage and current eigenvector matrices are defined in (17). For 
three symmetric coupled lines V- .1  ------ Ya3, Ybl = n3 and Yci = Yc3. This matrix can be 
expressed as sum of three matrices for each mode and is readily realized leading to the 
transmission line network of thirteen transmission lines in a six port network. 
3.6 COMMENTS 
A new configuration-oriented SPICE model for multiple-coupled microstrip lines 
and other multiconductor structures in an inhomogeneous medium has been developed 
and presented. The model is based on the decomposition of the general n-line 2n-
port immittance matrix into a sum of partial immittance matrices corresponding to each 
mode. The complete equivalent network is obtained by combining the resulting n 2n-
port configuration-oriented models synthesized for each partial immittance matrix. It is 
observed that n coupled multiconductor lines can in general be simulated n2(n + 1)/2 
transmission lines. The configuration-oriented SPICE model provides a simple alternate 
equivalent network in terms of coupled multiconductor characteristic parameters which 
are readily obtained from rigorous full wave or quasi-TEM computations. This model 
is compatible with the simulation of lossy, dispersive systems and should be quite help-
ful in the frequency- and time-domain simulation and design of multiconductor coupled 
systems. Several frequency- and time-domain simulation examples have been presented 
for typical interconnect and microwave component structures to demonstrate the appli-
cations of the model. 44 
Chapter 4
	
MODELING AND CHARACTERIZATION OF MULTIPLE COUPLED LINES
	
FROM MEASUREMENTS
	
4.1  INTRODUCTION 
A uniform multiconductor transmission lines (UMCL) are characterized by the 
characteristic admittance matrix, [Itch], modal velocities (eigenvalues) and the corre-
sponding modal voltage eigenvectors. All the normal-mode parameters of a UMCL 
2n-port system can be expressed in terms of these parameters. These normal-model 
parameters are: the line mode admittance matrix, [YLM], modal voltage eigenvector ma-
trix, [Mv], and the modal delays [3], [13], [14]. Figure 4.1 illustrates a general lossless 
uniform multiconductor coupled lines (UMCL) 2n-port system. Here, [pin(0,t], is the 
measured impulse reflection response (IRR) function, [Yin (0, t)], is the input impulse 
admittance matrix (IIAM) function, [Y8], is the source admittance matrix corresponding 
to the source impedances and, [YT], is the termination admittance matrix associated with 
the termination network composed of resistances. 
In this chapter, it is shown that in discrete Fourier transform domain (z-domain) 
the input impulse admittance matrix (IIAM) function of a general UMCL 271-port sys-
tem can be expressed in terms of a rational matrix function.  It is assumed that the 
electrical delay of each mode is an integral multiple of a small time increment AT 
(z=e-is6,7. )  Based on this a synthesis technique is developed to obtain an equivalent 
UMCL 2n-port system from the measured discrete time-domain impulse reflection re-
sponse (IRR). Equivalence between the synthesis technique presented in this chapter and 
solution of a special case of polynomial algebraic Riccati matrix equation of the form 
[A(z)][P][A(z)] = [E(z)] is shown [120]. The solution of this algebraic Riccati matrix 
equation, [A(z)], can lead to the termination resistive network, partial mode admittance 
matrices and the corresponding modal delays. Instead of finding a general solution of 
the polynomial algebraic Riccati matrix equation, the proposed technique is based on 45 
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Figure 4.1. A general lossless uniform multiconductor coupled lines (UMCL) 2n-port 
system. 
the relationships between the IIAM function and the normal-mode parameters which 
are derived in this chapter. The extracted equivalent UMCL 2n-port system using the 
proposed technique is described by the normal-mode parameters which are identical to 
the actual UMCL 2n-port system, if terminated in a resistive network that guarantees 
the satisfaction of necessary and sufficiency conditions presented in this chapter. 
This chapter is organized as follows. A decomposition scheme for a general charac-
teristic admittance matrix in terms of partial mode admittance matrices is reviewed. This 
decomposition scheme has been used in [4] to demonstrate that a n coupled multicon-
ductor lines 2n-port system can be represented in term of network of single transmission 
lines, i.e. the basic building block element for the distributed circuit. Also, relation be-
tween the equivalent circuit based on the modal decompositions proposed in [3] and 
configuration-oriented model is derived. The modal decompositions model represents 
the congruent transformer bank [3] by dependent sources and leads to a circuit model 
consisting of linear dependent sources and ideal delay elements representing uncoupled 
transmission lines. The configuration-oriented model consists of only uncoupled trans-
mission lines. The discrete transition matrix function of a uniform MTL 2n-port system 46 
is derived. The relationship between the measured impulse discrete time-domain reflec-
tion response at the input ports of a uniform MTL 2n-port system and the normal-mode 
parameters of n coupled multiconductor lines is illustrated. A new feasible synthesis 
technique for extracting an equivalent uniform MTL 2n-port system whose response is 
identical to that of the actual uniform MTL 2n-port system is proposed. Later, applica-
tion of this procedure for synthesis of coupled three microstrip line structure from the 
measured reflection response is demonstrated. 
4.2 DECOMPOSITION PROCEDURE : FOR CHARACTERISTIC ADMITTA-
NCE MATRIX 
An equivalent n-port resistive network corresponding to a non-singular charac-
teristic admittance matrix, [Ych], can be decomposed as a sum of n matrices by a set 
of n linearly independent eigenvectors or vectors. In general, an arbitrary choice of 
these n linearly independent vectors for the decomposition of characteristic admittance 
matrix, [Ych], can lead to the n asymmetric matrices. Thereby, the associated n-port 
network corresponding to each of these asymmetric matrices do not individually satisfy 
the condition of reciprocity. The constraint of symmetry on the matrices resulting via 
decomposition of characteristic admittance matrix limits the choice of n linearly inde-
pendent voltage or the current vectors to decouple the system. These voltages or current 
eigenvectors are associated with transmission line equations. In this chapter the set 
of linearly independent voltage vectors which leads to symmetric matrices for a given 
characteristic admittance matrix, [Ki], are described as the modal voltage vectors. For a 
general UMCL in an inhomogeneous media with characteristic admittance matrix, [Ki], 
the modal voltage eigenvectors (ref. [4]) are the elements of this set, consisting of this 
restricted group of linearly independent voltage vectors (i.e. the modal voltage vectors). 
The procedure of decomposing the general n-port resistive network correspond-
ing to the non-singular characteristic admittance matrix, [Ych], as a sum of n n-port 
resistive network associated with the each mode is well known [3], [13], [14]. Such a 
decomposition is based on the choice of n linearly independent modal voltage vectors, 47 
(TL) Defining the transformations (for the voltages V] and the currents I] at
	
the n ports) as: 
e]  [W]-T] 
- -1 
1  1  1  V1 
(1,1  (1,2  (1,n  V2 
(2,1  (2,2  (2,n  (4.1) 
(n-1,1  (n-1,2  (n-1,n  Vn 
and 
i] = ([TM] * [MV ]) -'I].  (4.2) 
The constraints on this transformation are given by 
[Yrm] * [MMY [W] = [Wilding  (4.3) 
and 
I] = [Ki]  = ([3711] * Ptgl)P/1-;1-1v1,  (4.4) 
leads to a decoupled system 
i] = [D]e].  (4.5) 
Where [D] is an identity matrix, [Yfm] is the corresponding line mode admittance 
matrix for the associated modal voltage matrix, [A/1,71, and subscript 't' is the transpose 
operator [3], [13], [14]. The columns of [A/M are the modal voltage vectors  The 
vectors V] and I] represent voltages and the currents associated with n-ports. The op-
erator  was defined in [3] for [C] = [A] * [B], as a product of corresponding terms 
of matrices [A] and [B]. The vectors e] and i] represent decoupled voltage and current. 
In the subsequent part of this chapter it is assumed that the modal voltage vectors are 
normalized to a form as represented in (1). 
The equivalent circuit corresponding to this non-unique transformation scheme de-
scribed in (1)-(5) is shown in Fig.  4.2.  In case of n coupled transmission lines in 48 
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Figure 4.2. Equivalent circuit corresponding to the voltage and current transformation. 
a homogeneous media any n linearly independent modal voltage vectors can be used 
as transformation matrix to decompose the characteristic admittance matrix and hence 
decouple the UMCL n lines system. The values of the elements of matrix [ANdiag 
(Arin(i, i) 0 0) depends on the choice of the modal voltage vectors. For example, the 
eigenvectors of the characteristic admittance matrix belong to the set of modal voltage 
vectors, therefore, they can be used in (1). 
Recall, that for a UMCL in an inhomogeneous media these modal voltage vectors 
are not arbitrary but depend on the eigen-solution of the coupled transmission line equa-
tions [3],[12]-[13]. The choice of these modal voltage vectors is then further restricted 
to the modal voltage eigenvectors ([Mv] =[M17]). For a UMCL n lines system with n 
non-degenerate eigenvalues (unequal mode velocities) these modal voltage eigenvec-
tors are complete, i.e. spans n dimensional vector space. The elements of the matrix 
[Ai]diag are the function of the elements of the line mode admittance matrix, [YLM], 
([YLM] = [YLM]) which in turn depends on the coupled transmission line equations 
[13], [14]. For a UMCL n lines system with q degenerate eigenvalues any q linearly 
independent modal voltage vectors can be chosen corresponding to these degenerate 49 
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Figure 4.3. Equivalent circuit corresponding to the definition of partial mode admittance 
matrix, [Yg]. The internal resistance of the voltage sources in this figure are assumed to 
be zero. 
eigenvalues such that together with the remaining (n  q) non-degenerate eigenvectors 
are complete. As an aside, note that as illustrated in [3], equations (1) to (5) leads to 
the SPICE model of a UMCL 2n-ports system. Moreover, the transformation in (1)-(5), 
explains the underlining difference between the class of two different UMCL n lines sys-
tem in a inhomogeneous media with identical characteristic admittance matrices. Based 
on this transformation a decomposition scheme for the characteristic admittance as a 
sum of n symmetric matrices, defined as partial mode admittance matrices is derived as 
shown below. 
Partial mode admittance matrix: 
A n port network corresponding to the partial mode admittance matrix, [Vh1], asso-
ciated with the mode m when used as termination network reflects (reflection coefficient 
is assumed to be unity) all other modes except the mth mode for which it provides a 
match condition. 50 
By the above definition (Fig. 4.3): 
[pa] = ([1)]  [Dm]) 
= ([D]  ([YLM] * [Mv])-1[YMMvpag 
(4.6) ([171,m] *[Mv])-1[Yeh][My])-1 
with 
j) = 0,  i 0 
{D,n(i,  (4.7) [Dm] =  Dni(j, j) = 0,  j 0 m 
Dni(j, j) = 1,  j = m 
Where [4] is the reflection coefficient associated with the mth partial mode admittance 
matrix. From (6) and (7) the partial mode admittance matrix, [KT ], corresponding to 
the mode m is given by 
[KT] = GYLm] * [Mv])[Dm] [My]-1.  (4.8) 
The expression for the characteristic admittance matrix, [Ych],  in terms of partial mode 
admittance matrices of a UMCL n lines system is 
[Ki] = E  (4.9) 
m =1 
Equations (1) to (9) provides a general procedure leading to the decomposition of char-
acteristic admittance matrix, [Ych], as a sum of n symmetric partial mode admittance 
matrices. The relationship in (9) is utilized in [4] to obtain a configuration-oriented 
SPICE model for a general UMCL 2n-port system. This model consists of a network of 
transmission lines connected in configuration-oriented topological fashion. Therefore, 
the synthesis procedure of a UMCL 2n-port system in general is equivalent to realization 
of all the transmission lines in the configuration-oriented model. 
The partial mode admittance matrices of a UMCL are real, symmetric and have rank 
equal to one. Additionally, the resistive network corresponding to the partial admittance 
matrices [KV is a non-mode converting network. A non-mode converting network does 51 
not introduces inter-mode coupling when utilized as a termination network. Moreover, 
the vector spanning range space of mth partial mode admittance matrix [17g] is orthog-
onal to the all other modal voltage vectors (eigenvectors). Therefore, 
EY:h21(21 = 0],  ism.  (4.10) 
Combining (9) and (10) yields 
GYchl(7.1Y(il = 0,  i  m,  (4.11) 
which is the generalization of orthogonality relation between voltage and current for a 
UMCL n lines system. In general, partial mode admittance matrices with their modal 
delays are sufficient to completely characterize a UMCL 2n-port system. 
4.3 DISCRETE TRANSITION MATRIX FUNCTION: FOR UMCL 
A general SPICE model of a UMCL 2n-port system can consist of n decoupled 
transmission lines corresponding to each propagating mode with the current and voltage 
controlled sources (mode coupling and decoupling network) [3] or network of decoupled 
n2 (n + 1)/2 transmission lines of different lengths constituting a configuration-oriented 
SPICE model [4]. We assume that the travel time through each transmission line is an 
integral multiple of a small time increment 
The linear transformation defined in (1) and (2) decouples a UMCL 2n-port system 
into n independent transmission line system. Each of these transmission line is asso-
ciated with a mode and its electrical length corresponds to the respective modal delay. 
For a UMCL system in an inhomogeneous media the modal voltage vectors in (1) are 
the modal voltage eigenvectors. The voltage current evolution equation in the z-domain 
(z-transform) for a single transmission line is given by [8], 
en+z-ni Vin, Z)  Zo  Vout (, z) 2  (4.12) 
Z 
17L -Z 
771  en+Z-ni iin (, Z)  zo2  2  iout(, Z) 
Here z, is the characteristic impedance of the transmission line and m,Z.T is the elec-
trical delay. Likewise, using (12) and (5), the voltage current evolution in the z-domain 52 
for the n independent decoupled transmission lines with the characteristic impedances 
zo equal to one ohms leads to, 
ein (0, z)1  [A]  [B] 
(4.13) 
iin(0, z)]  [B]  [A] 
where, 
2  0  0 
[A] = 
0 
zn2-1-z-n2 
2  0 
(4.14) 
znn +z-nn 0 0  2  nxn 
and 
znl  0 0 2 
zn2-z-n2 0 0 
[B] 
2  (4.15) 
znn -z-nn 
0 0  2  - nxn 
Here ni is an integer associated with the ith mode transmission line electrical delay 
(niAT). The vectors e]in and ihn are the voltage and current at the input ports and 
the vectors ebut and il,t represents the voltage and current at the output ports of the n 
decoupled transmission lines. Since the linear transformations defined in (1) and (2) are 
not function of time and frequency, thereby using (1) and (2), (13) can be expressed as 
([M1] = ([Mv1-1)t) 
I/m(01 z)]  [As]  [Be]  Vout(17 z)] 
Im(0, Z)1  [Cz]  [De]  Iout(1, z)] 
Vout(1, z)]
= [T (z)]  (4.16) 
Iout(l, z)] 
with 
[As] = ([Mi]-l)t[A][MI]t 
[Be] = ([A 1 i]-1)t[B]([YLm] * [M,])-1 
[C e]  = ([YLAI] * [M,])[B][Mi]t 
[De] = ([YLM] * [MV])[A]([YLM] * [M,]) -1 53 
Equation (16) describes the relationship between the input and output ports voltages 
(Vm (0, z)] and Vout (/, z)]) and currents am (0, z)] and Iout(l, z)]) of a general UMCL 2n-
port system in terms of the discrete transition matrix function, [T(z)]. It is to be noted 
that the discrete transition matrix function, [T(z)], satisfies reciprocity relationship and 
therefore is unimodular and can be written as 
2 n 
(4.17) [T(z)] = E E gm3(z)[Pm3],
j=1 m=1 
where, 
[pm12i1 
P  2
1 
(4.18)
771.71 
[pm22ii 
mjJ  ([1111]-1)t[Dm][mi]t 
[p 121
mjJ  (-1)3([Mi]-1)t[Dm]([11im]*[M,]) -1 
[pm2lii  = (-1)3([Km]*[M,])[Dm][Mdt 
[pm2231  =  ([171,m] *[Mv])[Dm]([17L,m]*[M,])' 
Here gm3 (z) =z(-1)3nm is a scalar function associated with the electrical delay of mth 
mode (Tim AT). Additionally the matrices [Pmj] satisfy the following relationships: 
[Pmj]2 = [Pmj],  [Pro] [Pki] = [0] 
for mkorjl,  (4.19) 
and 
2 n 
E E [Pmt] = [D]. (4.20) 
j=1 m=1 
4.3.1  Input Impulse Admittance Matrix (HAM) Function : 
The Input impulse admittance matrix (HAM) function, [Yin (0, t)], is defined as 
a admittance matrix (function of time) of an equivalent resistive network which has a 54 
identical reflection response to that of the actual UMCL 2n-port system. Assuming, 
the output end of the given UMCL 2n-port system's n-ports are terminated with a pas-
sive termination network of real resistances. This resistive network is described by a 
termination admittance matrix, [YT], as 
/out(/, z)] = [YT]Vout(1, z)].  (4.21) 
Combining (16) and (21) and defining HAM function, [Yin(0, t)], in z-domain as Iin(0, z)] 
= [Yzn(0, z)]17,n(0, z)], leads to 
[Yin(0, z)] = ([YLM] * [Mv])([D]  [B  pT ][B i]) 
([D] + [B d[pT ][131])-
1 [m  (4.22) 
with (refer: section-(4.7.1) and section-(4.7.2)) 
[PT] = ([D]  ([YLM] * [Mv])-1[Ya[Mi]- 1 )t) 
([D]  ([YLM] * [My])-1 [YT]UM/]-1)t)-1,  (4.23) 
and 
z--ni 
2  0  0 
[ B1] = 
0  z-n2 
2  0 
(4.24) 
Z -nn 0 0  2  nxn 
Equation (22) in z-domain represents the HAM function in terms of a rational matrix 
function. In a similar fashion an equivalent dual of the HAM function in terms of the in-
put impulse impedance matrix function, [Z, (0, t)], can also be defined. Now, expressing 
[Y, (0, z)] in terms infinite power series of decreasing power (Markov expansion) [123] 
leads to 
n  7L 
[Yin(0, z)] = [370] + E
i=1 j=1 
Second and higher order terms.  (4.25) 
Substituting (25) in (22) and solving for [Yii] by equating same power of z terms leads 
to the zero and first-order reflection terms, 
[Yo] = ([YLM] * [Mv])[Mv] -1,  (4.26) 55 
[Yid = 2([Km] * [Mv])[Di][pT][Di][My]-1  (4.27) 
and 
[Yii]  =  2([YLM] * [Mv])([Di][PT][Dii 
+ [Di][pT][Di])[Mv]-1  (4.28) 
The matrices, [YO] and [Yij] + [Y3i] are real and symmetric given the termination admit-
tance matrix, [YT], is real and symmetric. In general, [Yin (0, t)] has a finite or infinite 
number of terms depending on the source and the termination admittance matrix. The 
first-order terms can have utmost (n(n + 1)/2) terms. Additionally, (22) leads to all the 
higher order reflection terms in terms of the zero and first-order reflection terms. The 
inverse z-transformation of (25) leads to the IIA/vI function, [Yin (0, t)], 
n n 
[Yin(0, t)] = [Y0](5(t) + E E[Yii]6(t  (ni + ni)LV)
i=1 j=1 
+Second and higher order terms.  (4.29) 
4.3.2  Measured Impulse Reflection Response (IRR) Matrix Function: 
We now derive relationship between the measured IRR matrix function, [pin(0, t)], 
and the IIAM function, [Y, (0, t)]. The measured IRR matrix function, [pin (0, t)], is 
constructed by canonically exciting each input port of a UMCL 2n-port system n ports 
by a infinitesimal small rise time impulse and measuring the reflection response at the 
input ports. In general depending on the source and the termination admittance matrix 
the measured IRR matrix function, [N2(0 , t)], has a finite or infinite number of terms. 
The measured IRR matrix function in terms of HAM function in z-domain is given 
by, 
[pin(0, z)] = ([Y3]  [Yin(0, z)])([178] + [Yin(0, z)])'  (4.30) 
where [Y8] is the (non-singular and diagonal) source admittance matrix corresponding 
to the passive source resistive network. Expressing (30) in terms of infinite power series 56 
with decreasing power (Markov expansion) leads to 
n n 
[pin (o, z)] = [P0] + E  + 
i=1 j=1 
Second and higher order terms.  (4.31) 
Solving for [37,3] in terms of [An (0, z)] by substituting (31) and (25) in (30) and equating 
same power of z on both sides of the resulting equation, one obtains 
(4.32) [Y0] = ([D] + [Po]) -1([D]  [Po])[Ys], 
[37.] = ([D] + [Po])-1[pid([17.5] + [370])  (4.33) 
and 
[Y] + [Y32]  = ([D] + [Po])-1([P23] 
+ [P3i])([375] + [KI])  (4.34) 
Equations (32)-(34) with (26)-(28) leads to the required relationship between the mea-
sured IRR data and the normal-mode parameters of a UMCL n lines system. Taking the 
inverse z-transform of (31) gives the measured IRR matrix function, [pin (0, t)], as 
n n 
[pin (0, t)] = [Po]8(t) + E E[pii]5(t  (ni + ni)AT)
i=1 j=1 
+ Second and higher order terms.  (4.35) 
4.3.3  The Higher Order Terms 
The higher order reflection terms of the IIAM and measured IRR matrix function 
in (29) and (35) can be evaluated from the zero and first-order reflection terms. These 
higher order terms can be obtained from (22) and (30). The general expression for the 
lth order term (1 > 1) of IIAM function, [Yin (0, Z)]/, in z-domain is given by, 
[Yin(0 , z)]i = (-1)12([1'Lm] * [Mv]) 
aB1][pT][B1])1[Mv]-1  (4.36) 57 
Similarly, the general expressions for the lth order term (/ > 2) of measured IRR matrix 
function, [pin(0, z)]1, in z-domain is given by a recursive relation as, 
[Pm (0, z)]/ =  [Pin (0, z)](1-1)([Ys] [Yo] -1  [D]) 
([171,  * [Mv])[B1][PT][B1]) 
[my] 1 ( [ys]  [yo] )  (4.37) 
with 
[Pin (0, z)] = ([D] + [N]) [11,.(0, z)]1([1/s] + [370]) '.  (4.38) 
Equation (37) shows that in case the source admittance matrix, [Y3], is equal to the 
characteristic admittance matrix, [Ych], the measured IRR matrix function, [pin (0, z)] 
consists of only finite terms associated with the zero and the first-order reflections. 
4.4 UMCL SYNTHESIS PROCEDURE : 2n-Port System 
In this section a synthesis procedure for an equivalent UMCL 2n-port discrete 
transition matrix from the measured reflection response of a UMCL 2n-port system 
with distinct modal delays is presented. The proposed extraction technique is based on 
the relationship between the normal-mode parameters and the measured IRR data as 
illustrated in the previous section. 
A UMCL 2n-port system terminated with a unknown resistive network, [YT], is 
considered. Its measured IRR matrix function, [p n(0, t)], is given by, 
00 
[14(0, t)] = [1416 (t) + E[prin]6(t  prin AT).  (4.39)
i=i 
Here integer pr corresponds to the modal or inter-modal coupling delays due to the 
impedance mismatch at the source and the termination end. It is assumed that the un-
known termination network, [YT], is not equal to the characteristic admittance matrix, 
[Kid. The zero, first and all the higher-order reflection terms are included in (39). The 
IIAM function's zero-order reflection term, [Y0], is equal to the characteristic admit-
tance matrix, [Ych] . This term can be evaluated by substituting [porn] in (32). In case [Y8] 58 
is equal to [Ych], (39) has only finite terms. These terms are due to the zero and the 
first-order reflections and can be therefore identified directly. 
For a general case, ([Y8] 0 [KO it is assumed that each modal delay satisfy: 
ni AT >> (nic  ni)AT/2, ( for: i, k and 1 = 1, ., ..n). This assumption holds true 
for microstrip coupled line and similar passive systems [124]. Also it sets a bound on 
the degree of the system in the corresponding partial realization problem [123]. Using 
this assumption in (39) the first-order reflection terms, [41, (nj terms) and the delays, 
pqmAT, associated with these terms can be obtained. The nj matrices, [Yr], in (34) are 
given by, 
[7] = -([D] + [P7)1])-1[Prqn]([Ys] + [Y0]), 
m = 1,  nj.  (4.40) 
These matrices are the first-order terms of IIAM function, corresponding to the mea-
sured IRR matrix function, [47, (0, t)]. The expression of IIAM function, [Y; (0, z)], for 
the equivalent UMCL 2n-port system is given by 
1 n3 
[17:1(0, z)] = 070] +  E[Yq]z-Pq )[70]-10701-1
i=1 
n3 
V-'1701-1[ygyor1z piq  (4.41)
2 4-.4' i=1 
To extract the modal voltage eigenvector matrix ,  PC, associated with [Y,',,(0, z)] the 
procedure is: (refer: section-(4.7.3)-(4.7.5) ) 
Construct matrices, Hm = [Yo] -1 [Yqm] [Y0] -1 [Yqm], for each [Yr], (m = 1,  nj). 
Using the procedure in section-(4.7.4) generate orthogonal matrices, Ei ,(i = 
*Pi). 
If pj < n, then the termination resistive network does not satisfy the nec-
essary and sufficiency conditions for the extraction of an equivalent UMCL 
2n-port system (refer: section-(4.7.5)). 59 
If pj = n then all the normal-mode parameters can be identified from the reflec-
tion response data (refer: section-(4.7.5)). Now construct an auxiliary matrix F 
as 
[F] = E bkEk,bk E R 
k=1 
= [Gv][77jdiag[G11] -1  (4.42) 
such that it has n distinct non-zero eigenvalues. It has been shown in section-
(4.7.5) that if pj = n such a construction always exists. The eigenvector matrix, 
[Gv], (normalized to the form as in (1)) of [F] is the voltage eigenvector matrix, 
[/1/./] of the equivalent UMCL 2n-port system respectively. 
Equation (26) leads to 
Gilm]* Pc) = [n][4],  (4.43) 
and thus set of n2 algebraic linear equations whose solution leads to the elements of line 
mode admittance matrix, [Ylm]. From (27) and (28) the matrices, [pTq m], associated with 
the matrices, [Yr], are 
[PTm ] =  21 ( [1 im] * [4]) -1[7][MV] 
m = 1,  nj.  (4.44) 
These matrices [pTm] (m = 1, .., nj) associated with the first-order reflections can be 
resolved as 
[194Tm]  ([Di, ][PTIED1,1)  : matrix is diagonal 
(4.45) 
apt,][Pr] [D3,] + [Dii[Pr] [D3,])  : matrix is non-diagonal 
Here the matrix [pr] is equivalent to matrix [PT] in (23) and is given by, 
nj 
[PT' ] =  E[p7]. (4.46) 
m=i 
The resolution leads to the components of modal (0 or inter-modal (ii and ji) cou-
pled waves at the input end of UMCL 2n-port system which constitute the first-order 60 
reflection term, [pr], at time t = pqm AT. The linear equation obtained from (45) for 
evaluating the modal delays is 
2n;, = pqM  : matrix is diagonal 
(4.47) 
74,  n'3  pqm  : matrix is non-diagonal 
The solution of n linearly independent equations obtained from the first-order reflection 
terms leads to the n modal electrical delays, n'k AT,  (k = 1 to n). These modal electrical 
delays, nikAT, corresponding to the matrix, [W, are the modal delays of the equivalent 
UMCL 2n-port system. It is to be noted that these n linearly independent equations 
for the modal delay will always exist given the necessary and sufficiency condition in 
section-(4.7.5) is satisfied. 
The transition matrix, [T1 (z)], for the equivalent UMCL 2n-port system is obtained 
from (17) and the extracted normal-mode parameters (M,}, [YLM] and the modal delays 
74AT,  k = 1,  n). 
4.5  RICCATI MATRIX EQUATION: for UMCL 2n-Port System 
The measured impulse reflection response (IRR) and the input impulse admittance 
matrix function (HAM) derived earlier can be expressed as a rational matrix functions. 
The rational matrix function corresponding to the measured impulse reflection response 
and thereby the input impulse admittance matrix function in the z-domain can be ex-
tracted using partial realization techniques developed for system identification [18]. 
Substituting (23) and (26) in (36) for only the identified first-order terms yields (poly-
nomial algebraic Riccati matrix Equation): 
([YLM] * [Mv])[Bl]([YLM] * [Ma-l[r h] 
([YLM] * [Mv])[Bl]([YLM] * [MV])-1 
n n E E  [yo] 1 zni ni  (4.48)
i=1 j=1 
where 
n n 
[ri] = E E[17,3][Yo]-1 =  [YT])([Y0] + [YT]) l.  (4.49) 
i =1j =1 61 
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Figure 4.4. Microstrip structure: uniform coupled asymmetric three lines 
Equation (48) is of the form [A(z)][rh][A(z)] = E(z), and the solution [A (z)] = 
[Adz-n1+.  [An]z-nn, leads to the partial mode admittance matrices, [YAL] = [Am] [Y0], 
and the associated degree of z yields the modal delays (71,11LT). As alluded earlier in 
this chapter instead of solving a general polynomial algebraic Riccati matrix equation 
for identifying the normal-mode parameters of a UMCL 2n-port system an alternative 
formulation has been used as presented in the previous section. 
4.6 EXAMPLE: UMCL Three Lines System 
In order to demonstrate and validate the synthesis procedure proposed in this chap-
ter, an example of three-coupled microstrip line structure is presented. 
The normal-mode parameters of three-coupled microstrip line structure as shown in Fig. 
4.4 are evaluated by a quasi-static electromagnetic tool and the corresponding equivalent 
SPICE circuit model [4] is obtained from these normal-mode parameters. The dimen-62 
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Figure 4.5. Measured reflected voltage response of a uniform coupled asymmetric three 
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Figure 4.6. The IIAM step-response waveform (E3,,,_0[ 17]8(t  t3)) vs time obtained 
from the measured reflected voltage response shown in Fig. 4.5. 63 
Table 1. IRR function: zero and the first-order terms
	
in  4'(1,1)  /47(1,2)  p,r(1,3)  p?,;' (2, 2)  p9 (2,3)  P7(3,3) 
0  1.950 x 10-1  1.676 x 10-1  3.306 x 10-2  1.147 x 10-1  1.313 x 10-1  6.204 x 10-2 
1  3.012 x 10-2  -4.468 x 10-2  1.619 x 10-2  6.620 x 10-2  -2.399 x 10-2  8.680 x 10-3 
2  5.972 x 10-2  -3.567 x 10-2  -1.564 x 10-2  -2.540 x 10-2  5.155 x 10-2  -3.400 x 10-2 
3  4.096 x 10-2  1.176 x 10-2  -4.349 x 10-2  3.400 x 10-3  -1.248 x 10-2  4.612 x 10-2 
4  8.932 x 10-2  -1.416 x 10-2  8.609 x 10-2  -1.542 x 10-1  -6.410 x 10-2  6.672 x 10-2 
5  -2.980 x 10-2  -2.162 x 10-2  -4.906 x 10-3  -9.960 x 10-3  1.247 x 10-2  4.396 x 10-2 
6  -5.156 x 10-2  -6.006 x 10-2  -7.169 x 10-2  -7.000 x 10-2  -8.353 x 10-2  -9.972 x 10-2 
sion of structure shown in Fig. 4.4 and the associated normal-mode parameters are: 
s1 = 0.2mm, w2 = 1.0mm, s2 = 0.3mm, w3 = 1.5mm, h = 1.0mm, fr = 
4, L = 3.0cm,, Ri = R2 = R3 = 5052, Ri = 10052,14 = 4052, Ri = 6052). The 
corresponding normal-mode parameters are: zal = 123.9152, za2 = 119.1352, zo = 
76.13452, Sa =  [1, 1.1137,1.056r, va = 1.665 x 108m/s, zbi = 77.49552, zb2  = 
80.7015l, zb3 = 48.6352,  = [1, 0.3227, -0.7991]t, vb = 1.8251 x 108m/s, zc1 = 
46.29552, zc2 = 45.775Q, za = 30.44352,  = [1, -1.49, 0.4226]t, ye = 1.8837 x 
108m/s. 
The associated time-domain reflection response for this structure for a step excitation 
is then evaluated via simulating the resulting SPICE model on a circuit simulator. Fig-
ure 4.5 shows the time-domain reflection response of a UMCL structure shown in Fig. 
4.4. This TDR response (step excitation) is used as a measurement data to validate the 
synthesis procedure. 
The IRR data (eqn. 39) for the structure is extracted from the TDR (step response) 
waveform (shown in Fig. 4.5) and is given in Table-(1). The corresponding zero and the 
first-order reflection terms of the IRR are identified and eqn. (40) leads to the matrices, 
[Yr], associated with the HAM function's zero and the first-order terms (Table-(2)). 64 
Table 2. IIAM function: zero and the first-order terms
	
m  7(1,1)  7(1,2)  7(1,3)  7(2,2)  7(2,3)  7 (3,3) 
0  1.420 x 10-2  -5.090 x 10-3  -4.353 x 10-4  1.717 x 10-2  -4.438 x 10-3  1.823 x 10-2 
1  -1.298 x 10-3  1.957 x 10-3  -8.343 x 10-4  -2.949 x 10-3  1.258 x 10-3  -5.356 x 10-4 
2  -2.057 x 10-3  1.231 x 10-3  6.485 x 10-4  9.609 x 10-4  -2.178 x 10-3  1.682 x 10-3 
3  -1.129 x 10-3  -3.499 x 10-4  1.438 x 10-3  -1.093 x 10-4  4.456 x 10-4  -1.829 x 10-3 
4  -2.564 x 10-3  4.473 x 10-4  -3.028 x 10-3  4.476 x 10-3  2.368 x 10-3  -2.833 x 10-3 
5  6.843 x 10-4  5.019 x 10-4  1.524 x 10-4  2.456 x 10-4  -3.221 x 10-4  -1.497 x 10-3 
6  9.866 x 10-4  1.142 x 10-3  1.696 x 10-3  1.325 x 10-3  1.964 x 10-3  2.915 x 10-3 
The resulting IIAM step-response waveform (E.I.,,,,0[7]8(t  tj)) vs time is shown in 
Fig. 4.6. Generating matrices, 1-1,,(=  [yr] [371-1 [7]-1, m  0), and using the 
orthogonalization procedure (refer: section-(4.7.3)-(4.7.5)) described in section-(4.4), 
leads to the orthogonal matrices, [E2] ( i=1,2,3 ), 
1.270 x 10-2  -1.915 x 10-2  8.165 x 10-3 
[El]  =  1.894 x 10-2  2.855 x 10-2  -1.217 x 10-2 
5.369 x 10-3  -8.094 x 10-3  3.451 x 10-3 
1.336 x 10-2  4.133 x 10-3  -1.699 x 10-2 
[E2]  4.309 x 10-3  1.334 x 10-3  -5.482 x 10-3 
1.067 x 10-2  -3.300 x 10-3  1.357 x 10-2 
3.318 x 10-2  3.840 x 10-2  5.702 x 10-2 
[E3]  3.694 x 10-2  4.277 x 10-2  6.350 x 10-2  (4.50) 
3.504 x 10-2  4.057 x 10-2  6.023 x 10-2 
Since there exists three orthogonal matrices, [Ed, the termination resistive network 
at the receiving end satisfies the necessary and sufficiency conditions given in section-
(4.7.5). Thereby, all the normal-mode parameters of the UMCL structure as shown in 
Fig. 4.4 can be identified from the reflection data. The modal voltage eigenvectors 
((a, (b and (,) using eqn. (42) are evaluated as: 65 
[F] aa_  5[E1] + [E2] + 7[E3] 
3.091 x 10-1  1.772 x 10-1  4.229 x 10-1 
1.682 x 10-1  4.435 x 10-1  3.782 x 10-1 
2.614 x 10-1  2.402 x 10-1  4.524 x 10-1 
1.000  1.000  1.000  0.9532  0.000  0.000 
I"..0  1.113  0.3230  -1.490  0.000  0.0283  0.000 
1.056  -0.7994  0.4219  0.000  0.000  0.2235 
_ 
-1 
1.000  1.000  1.000 
1.113  0.3230  -1.490 
1.056  -0.7994  0.4219 
0.9532  0.000  0.000 
at  [&, & Sc]  0.000  0.0283  0.000  [,,  '1),  Sc] -1  (4.51) 
0.000  0.000  0.2235 
From eqn. (43) the line mode admittance matrix, [YLM], is 
8.0716 x 10-3  1.2902 x 10-2  2.1599 x 10-2
	
[YLM]  2- 8.3921 x 10-3  1.2399 x 10-2  2.1845 x 10-2  ,  (4.52)
	
1.3135 x 10-2  2.0564 x 10-2  3.2870 x 10-2
	
and the linear equations for the modal delays (eqn.  (44)-(47)) are given in Table-
(3). The solution of linear equations in Table-(3) leads to the normal-mode delays: 
na AT = 1.8013 x 102ps, nb AT = 1.6443 x 102ps and ncAT = 1.5923 x 102ps. The 
identified normal-mode parameters are in good agreement with the actual normal-mode 
parameters of the given structure shown in Fig. 4.4. Using (17) the transition matrix  , 
[T(z)] can be synthesized from these normal-mode parameters. 66 
Table 3. Linear equations for evaluating the modal delays: 71a, nb and Tic
	
m  [PrI : 
linear equation 
delay: (ti), 
non-zero terms  prgnAT, ps 
1  (3,3)  272,,,,T  3.1846 x  102 
2  (2,3) & (3,2)  (nb  + me) AT  3.2366 x  102 
3  (2,2)  2nbAT  3.2886 x  102 
4  (1,3) & (3,1)  (na + nc)AT  3.3936 x  102 
5  (1,2) & (2,1)  (n. + nb)AT  3.4456 x  102 
6  (1,1)  2naLT  3.6026  x 102 
4.7 DERIVATIONS & PROOFS 
In this section the derivations and proofs for some of the important results used in 
this chapter are derived. 
4.7.1  Matrix [PT] is Diagonalizable 
The matrix [PT] in (23) can be written as 
[PT] = an m] * [mv])  ([17th]  [YT])([YCh] 
+ [YT])--1 ([YLAI] * [Mv])  (4.53) 
The non-singular matrix, [Ki], corresponding to the characteristic admittance matrix 
of UMCL represents a passive stable resistive network and therefore positive definite. 
Similarly the matrix, [YT], associated with the passive termination resistance network is 
positive semi-definite. Moreover, the matrices [Ych] and [YT] are symmetric and there-
fore both can be simultaneously diagonalized with matrix, [Q], leading to 67 
[PT]  ([YLM] * [Mv])-1[Q]([AYchldiag  [Ayr]diag)([AYch]diag 
+ [AyT]diag)'[C2]'([Km] * [Mv]) 
([YLM] * [Mv])'[Q][Aeqv]diag[Q]-1([Km] * [Mv]) 
[X][Aeqv]diag[X]  (4.54) 
and hence the matrix [NT] is diagonalizable. The bounds for the eigenvalues of matrix, 
[ar], are  Aeqv (i, i) l< 1, i = 1,  n. 
4.7.2  Matrix, [Ai]diag[pT], is Symmetric 
The matrix, [Ai] diag, is given by (a similar expression as in (3)) 
Ptildiag = ([YLM] * [Mv])t[Alv],  (4.55) 
with non-zero diagonal elements. The symmetric property can be proved by combining 
(53) and (55) and leads to an important conclusion that if the (i,j)th element of the matrix 
[pT] is non-zero, the matrix [4].[D i][pT][D ] + [D j][pT][D i] (i,j) and (j,i)th elements 
are non-zero. Also the matrix [pj]2 is a diagonal matrix whose all the diagonal terms 
except the (i,i) and (j,j)th element are zero. Moreover the the matrix [4]2 (i,i) and ( j,j)th 
element are equal and the matrix is given by, 
[PTi]2 = ([Di] [PT]  +  [PT] [Di])' 
=  PT(i, APTU, i)([Di] + [Di]) = [xT]diag.  (4.56) 68 
4.7.3  Inner Product 
Let V be a vector space over the field R"1 and W be a vector space over the field 
R"n. Defining the linear transformation T of V onto Was: 
-
X1  X1  0  .  0 
X2  T r cei
inxn 
0  x2  .  0 
[S]-1 nxn  (4.57) 
xn		 0  0 . xn 
diag 
where matrix [S] nxn is i  a nonsingular matrix. 
Let ai, Qi E R"1.  The above linear transformation,  T, leads to:  ozi  4 S  and 
A 4 Sit, where matrices: Sat, SQt  E Rnxn. Defining the standard inner product [125] 
(ai IA) on ai and Qi by 
(Cti 1,(3i  = E ai(/,1),(3i(/, 1),		 (4.58) 
1=1 
and if -yi, (i = 1,  n) be the eigenvalues of matrix Sc,, So, then 
(ai /3i) =< Scti , Soi >= E  (4.59) 
i=1 
4.7.4		 Procedure: Test for Completeness 
Let Ube a vector space over the field lin (real diagonal matrices of dimension n), 
T' be linear transformation of V onto U and  be linear transformation of U onto V 
defined by 
Xi  x1  0  .  0 
X2 
D-1 
0  x2  .  0 
(4.60) 
xn  0  0 . xn 
diag 
V is isomorphic to U.
	
Definition: Let the matrices be of the form Sa = [5] [Xa]dzag[S] -1 and Sb  = [S] [Xb] dzag[S]-1
	
such that Sa, Sb E W. The matrices are said to be orthogonal matrices if SaSb = SbSa =
	
[0].
	69 
Now, given the matrices Si = [S] [Xi ]diag [S]-i,  = 1,  Pi, Si E W, and [Xi]diag E 
U). The isomorphism in (60) and the property of inner product stated in section-(4.7.3) 
directly leads to a procedure similar to the Gram-Schmit orthogonalization process 
[19] for generating the orthogonal matrices, Ek, (k = 1,  cj < pj and Ek E W) 
corresponding to the matrices Si. The matrices Ek are of the form [S] [Kk]dag [S]i, 
[kk]diag E U. 
Defining vectors, [4] and [4, ([4], [4 E V) by 
D r  f 1 [Nd diagl[Xiddiag  Ad) ! 
k = 1,  cj and i = 1,  pj.  (4.61) 
The procedure is: 
E1=51. 
For constructing E3+1, (.1 > 1): 
<  , Em > 
£%7 +1 Em. i+1 = si+1 
m -1 (< Em, Em >)2 
If E3+1 = [0], then [V3+1] can be expressed as linear combination of [x11],  [x'3] 
therefore, exclude Sj+1 and goto S; +2. 
From (58) it is clear that this orthogonalization process is equivalent to extraction 
of linear independent orthogonal vectors, [4] (or [kk]) from the vectors, [4 (or [4). 
If the vectors [Xi] are complete then n orthogonal matrices, Ez, (i = 1,  n) will exist. 
The above procedure provides a test for checking the completeness of [Xi]diag over the 
field of n dimensional real diagonal matrices. 70 
4.7.5  Necessary and Sufficient Conditions: To Identify Normal-Mode Parameters. 
1. Necessary conditions: for modal delays: 
For the extraction of n distinct modal delays from the first-order reflection terms 
the first necessary condition is 
There should be at least n first-order reflection terms. 
The first-order reflection terms contain modal and inter-modal delays. Let nj be the 
number of matrices, [Yr], (m = 1,  nj) in the first-order terms of the IIAM function. 
ircr Now construct matrices Hm = [n]-1[7] [n] -1  rqniij for each [Yr]. Using (26)-(28) 
and (56) the matrix Hm has a form given by Hm = [My] [Xqm]diag [My]-'. To identify 
the distinct modal delays obtained from the electrical delays of the first-order reflection 
terms, n linearly independent set of algebraic equations in terms of these modal delays 
are required. This condition is mathematically equivalent to completeness of matrices 
[Xqm]diag over the field of n dimensional real diagonal matrices. 
The above requirement translates into the second necessary condition given by, 
For a given UMCL 2n-port system (with distinct modal delays) all the modal de-
lays can be identified from the reflection data if n, distinct orthogonal matrices g 
can be generated from the matrices, Hm = [Yo]-1[7][Y,]-1[7], (m = 1,  nj) 
using the procedure described in section-(4.7.4). 
Necessary condition: for modal voltage eigenvectors: 
Let F be the matrix formed from the linear combination of pj orthogonal matrices 
generated from the matrices, Hm, using the procedure described in section-(4.7.4) as 
[F] = E bkEt,bk E R 
k=1 
= [Gv][i]diag[Gld-1  (4.62) 
such that it has maximum number of distinct eigenvalues. The necessary condition for 
extraction for modal voltage eigenvector matrix is: 71 
The number of distinct eigenvalues of F should be equal to n. The eigenvector 
matrix, [Gd, is then the modal voltage eigenvector matrix, [Mv], of the given 
UMCL 2n-port system with n distinct modal delays. 
It is to be noted that matrix F with n distinct eigenvalues will always exist if the 
matrices, [X9 ]diag, (m = I, .  nj) are complete. Therefore the the necessary and 
sufficiency condition of the identification of all the normal-mode parameters of a given 
UMCL 2n-port system with n distinct modal delays is: 
For a given UMCL 2n-port system (with distinct modal delays) all the normal-
mode parameters can be identified from the reflection data if n distinct orthogonal 
matrices E:, can be generated from the matrices,  = [Yo]  i [yr] [Yo]  [Yr], (m = 
1,  nj) using the procedure (test for completeness) described in section-(4.7.4). 
4.8 COMMENTS 
A synthesis procedure based on the identification of all the normal-mode param-
eters of a lossless uniform n multiconductor coupled lines 2n-port system in an inho-
mogeneous medium from the reflection response is presented. The necessary and suffi-
ciency conditions for the identification of all the normal-mode parameters from the re-
flection data are derived and the equivalence between the synthesis procedure presented 
in this chapter and the solution of special case of polynomial matrix Riccati equation 
has been established. This procedure establishes a basic framework for the develop-
ment of multi-dimensional deconvolution techniques for a general lossless non-uniform 
multiconductor transmission lines structures similar to the already existing deconvolu-
tion techniques for a non-uniform transmission line system (Peeling or layer-stripping 
Algorithm [8], [10], [11], [12] and for the design of general multi-dimensional digital 
filters. 72 
Chapter 5
	
ANALYSIS OF MULTILAYER MULTILEVEL MIS TRANSMISSION LINE
	
STRUCTURE
	
5.1  INTRODUCTION 
Modeling of multilayer MIS transmission line structure using quasi-static tech-
niques is a preferable approach for CAD-oriented simulation tools where computational 
efficiency is of prime concern. In such tools accuracy as well as the range of valid-
ity of extracted parameters with the input data are also important. In this chapter, we 
propose the network analog method [19], [107] as a simple and accurate approach for 
modeling and design of transmission lines in lossy multi-dielectric layers with multi-
level metallization type of substrate environment, particularly applicable to MIS based 
transmission lines structure. 
The proposed approach is based on the solution of magnetic vector potential equa-
tion with the magneto-static approximations. This quasi-static formulation based on the 
network analog approach leads to a computationally efficient and accurate alternative 
CAD-oriented tool for the design of high performance RF and digital IC's. Moreover, 
unlike the earlier quasi-static formulations [103], [104], [107], it is demonstrated that 
the n propagating modes of n coupled lines whose propagation characteristics can be 
classified into the category of quasi-TEM, slow-wave and the skin-effect modes can all 
be modeled using this quasi-static method [106]. An efficient diagonalization proce-
dure similar to that presented in [19], [107] which reduces the two-dimensional MIS 
structure into one-dimensional equivalent structure is shown. Using this diagonalization 
procedure the expressions for the elements of the impedance matrix can be computed 
efficiently. It is also shown that the calculated frequency dependent distributed transmis-
sion line parameters accurately model the propagation and the impedance characteristics 
of transmission lines embedded in a multilayer lossy substrate over a wide range of pa-
rameter values including the frequency and loss tangents (tan 8) of the dielectric layers. 73 
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Figure 5.1. A general multilayer multilevel transmission line structure. Here the trans-
mission lines are embedded in the lossy dielectric layers. 
Several typical MIS based transmission line structures are analyzed using the network 
analog approach to illustrate the versatility and the accuracy of the proposed method. 
5.2 FORMULATION 
A typical multilayer MIS transmission line structure is depicted in Fig. 5.1 and 
has stacked lossy/lossless dielectric layers with the metallization layers embedded in 
between them. In case of CMOS based MIS transmission line structure, the lowest 
layer is made up of highly doped silicon and all the other layers consists of oxide and 
metallization levels (ref: Fig. 2.5). The magneto-static field equations for the multilayer 
MIS transmission line structure (for the structure shown in Fig. 5.1) are given by, 
v x  =  v x A = ff? 
and I=  =  (5.1) 74 
subjected to the boundary conditions that the normal and the tangential components of 
magnetic field, E., are continuous across the dielectric interface. In a case, when an 
infinitesimal thin conductors are present in between the dielectric interface layers, the 
tangential components of, B, are discontinuous and are related to the surface current 
density, is, 
(11 X fl)interface = Pols.  (5.2) 
Here, A, represents the vector magnetic potential, E, denotes the electric field, a, is 
the conductivity of the media, w, is the frequency and ft is a unit vector normal to the 
infinitesimal thin conductor at the dielectric interface. 
Assuming that the surface currents on the strip (Jaz) only exists in the z direction 
and does not change rapidly with time, the magnetic vector potential,  (x, y)ez, in a 
lossy dielectric region (po, a2) satisfies (ref. Fig. 5.1), 
V2Ai(x, Y)Ez = iwPocliAi(x, We;  (5.3) 
Here, a", is the conductivity of the ith dielectric layer, po, is the permeability of free 
space, and, w, is the angular frequency. The boundary conditions for the magnetic 
vector potential at the dielectric interfaces are 
aAi +1(x, y)  a Ai(x, y)  Pais on the  strip 
(5.4)
ay  ay  0  otherwise 
aA,±1(x, y)  aAi (x, y) 
(5.5) ax  ax 
and 
aAi (x, y --= yi) 
(5.6) ax 
on the perfectly conducting strip. Here yi is the y-axis coordinate of the dielectric inter-
face layer on which the infinitesimally thin strip is located. Using the finite difference 
formulation to approximate the Laplacian operator, (3) in the ith layer can be expressed 75 
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Figure 5.2. The network analog equivalent corresponding to Laplace potential equation. 
(b.) The network analog equivalent corresponding to magnetic vector potential equation 
given by (7). 
as 
Ai (x + Ax, y) + Ai  Ax, y)  2Ai(x, y) 
Ax2 
Ai (x, y + Ay) +  (x, y  Ay)  2Ai(x, y)
Aye 
= ilLociiwAz(x, Y) =  Y)  (5.7) 
with the boundary condition given by 
Ai (x + Ax, y)  Ai (x, y) 
and Ax 
Ai (x, y + Ay)  Ai (x, y) 
(5.8) Ay 
are continuous. Combining (7) and (8) with the finite difference approximation of equa-
tions (5) and (6) leads to a two dimensional discrete equivalent electrical network analog 
having branches consisting of resistances and voltage controlled current sources at the 
nodes to account for the term on the R.H.S of (5). These voltage controlled current 
sources model the frequency dependent longitudinal substrate current flowing in the 76 
lossy substrate. The solution for magnetic potential, Ai(x, y), and the surface current 
density, Jis, at the conductor surface is represented in terms of node voltages and cur-
rents in the equivalent two dimensional discrete electrical network analog. Fig. 5.2 
illustrates the network analog equivalent circuit corresponding to the magnetic vector 
potential equation given by (7). By enforcing the boundary condition given in (4) on 
the strip (i.e., a constant vector potential, A(x, y = yi) = 1: on the nodes where strip 
is present), the current flowing in the strip (into the nodes where the strip is present) is 
determined and the frequency dependent distributed inductive and resistive line param-
eters are obtained. For example, the expression for the distributed inductance, L(w), 
and resistance, R(w), for a single MIS microstrip transmission line system is ( given: 
Ax = Ay), 
R(w) + jwL(w) =  N j w  ohms /ode h  IM,  (5.9)
Ei=1 'n 
where N is number of nodes where the strip is present. 
5.3 THE DIAGONALIZATION PROCEDURE 
The impedance matrix, [Z], associated with the nodes at any interface can be found 
in an efficient manner by following a similar diagonalization procedure as given in [107]. 
Neglecting the details, here the final expressions for the impedance matrix, [Z], using 
the diagonalization procedure, for both, the single and multilevel metallization MIS 
transmission lines structure are presented. 
5.3.1  Single Level Metallization 
In case of single level metallization, the impedance matrix relates the n, nodes 
voltage and the associated node currents. Here, nc, represents the number of columns 
in the discretization scheme. It is to be noted that the complex substrate currents are 
already included in the impedance matrix. This impedance matrix, [Z]ncxnc,  can be 
diagonalized into a diagonal matrix system, ,2i using a involutary matrix,  [P], 1n x 77 
Figure 5.3. The discrete network analog and the algebraically equivalent transformed 
network after diagonalization. 
identical to that given in [107]. Figure 5.3 shows the discrete analog network and the as-
sociated algebraically equivalent transformed network after the diagonalization process. 
The elements of matrix, [P], are given by 
2
P(i, j) = \ine  sin  1) , 
i and j = 1, 2, ..., ne.  (5.10) 
Likewise, the elements of diagonal matrix system, L2j[ 1 7ic xric  at level L are 
=
1 
1.-1±yL+1  aL_1+01L+1
--1r  AEi  2 7 7;  (at ):1  2 
j = 1, 2, ..., Tic  (5.11) 
with 
t,k+1\  1 
Zk+1,
k"u,1 )3  + A  ak 1 
R:,;31-; 
(l 1) = zl au,  up 78 
and 
2 Ai = 4 sin 
j71- = 1, 2,  (5.12)
2 (mc + 1 
Here, ak is the coefficient of voltage controlled current source at the kth level nodes (ref. 
eqn. 7), zu1,1 is the impedance associated with the first level from upper (u) and lower (1) 
side and A3 is the eigenvalues of the connection matrix in [107]. For an open structures 
(structures without a ground plane), (11) leads to 
4
(au,i)i = 
z  1+  +  (5.13) 
where z, y and a are the impedance, admittance and the coefficient of voltage con-
trolled current source are the elements of the network in upper and lower open regions 
respectively. 
5.3.2  Multilevel Metallization 
Similarly, in case of multilayer multilevel structure the impedance matrix is [107] 
[Z] 11  [z}12 
[2121  [z] 22 [z] =  (5.14) 
[2]p1  [42  .  [Z]PP 
where p is the number of level where metallization exists. The self impedance terms, 
[4, are evaluated by using (11)-(13). The expression for the elements of transfer 
impedance matrix, [z]km, in an algebraically equivalent diagonalized domain relating 
voltage at node at level k to another node at level m in column j are [107], 
1
2krn(i,i) =  1 ±  yk  ak} rar),  3 
1 
(aLn 
ym- 1 _i_ym-1-1  am -1 4-am+1  }
1- 3 2  2 
1 
rrq=k-qgn(k-m)  (74ai

IIq=rn+sgn(k-m)  +  \ q  (5.15)
 1 
A y a (a); . -r  3 79 
with 
[z]km = [P][ik.] [  (5.16) 
Enforcing the boundary conditions on the strips that on the surface of infinitesimal thin 
strip the magnetic vector potential, A, are constant (i.e. the voltage on the nodes where 
the strip is located is constant) the currents flowing into the nodes are solved. The 
inductance matrix is obtained from the evaluated currents flowing into the strip and the 
magnetic potentials on the surface of infinitesimal thin strip. 
5.4  RESULTS 
In this section, few popular and useful transmission line structures frequently used 
in the microwave and interconnect applications are analyzed to demonstrate theaccuracy 
and the versatility of the proposed approach. The typical structures considered here are 
the microstrip line, coplanar stripline, multilevel stripline, coupled coplanar microstrip 
lines and the broad-side coupled microstrip lines. 
5.4.1  Line Parameters of a MIS Microstrip Line Structure 
A MIS microstrip line structure similar to that in [91] is simulated using the 
network analog method based on the magnetic vector potential equation. Figure 5.4 
shows the variation of the frequency dependent distributed line impedance Z(w)  = 
R(w) + jwL(w) as a function of the loss tangent of layer 1 (tanoi). The corresponding 
frequency dependent distributed line admittance Y(w)  = G(w) + jwC(w) as a func-
tion of tanbi is obtained from the network analog method based on the electric potential 
equation [107] and is shown in Fig. 5.5. It is seen in Fig. 5.4 and Fig. 5.5 that the 
imaginary parts of Z(w) and Y(w) have a step type of response. However, the step tran-
sitions occur at different values of tanoi, hence, giving rise to the three mode regions: 
quasi-TEM, slow-wave, and skin-effect mode. Moreover, it is also observed that the 
transition from the quasi-TEM to slow-wave mode is due to the change in the imaginary 80 
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part of Y(w), and in this region the dominant losses are due to the shunt substrate cur-
rent. Similarly, the transition from the slow-wave mode to the skin-effect mode is due 
to the change in the imaginary part of Z(w), which is in the region where the dominant 
losses are due to the longitudinal substrate current. Figure 5.6 shows the change in ef-
fective dielectric constant, Eff, and attenuation constant, ad, obtained from the above 
computed transmission line parameters as a function of tanoi. They are found to be in 
good agreement with the results of a full-wave Spectral Domain Approach [91]. Figure 
5.7 shows the change in the line characteristic impedance obtained from the above trans-
mission line parameters as a function of tan81. For a lossless case the series transmission 
line parameter, Z(w), of the MIS structure does not depends on the dielectric constant 
of the dielectric layers. Likewise, in case of lossy substrates the series transmission line 
parameter, Z(w), is also not dependent on the dielectric constant of the dielectric layers 
but change significantly with the dielectric losses. 83 
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5.4.2  Line Parameters of a MIS Based Strip line Structure 
An example of MIS based coplanar (ref: Fig. 5.8) and broad-side stripline (ref: Fig. 
5.10) structures on Si  Si02 substrate (for CMOS applications) are analyzed using the 
proposed approach. Here initially the series line impedance matrix of striplines with 
respect to the metallic side walls (as a reference) is first evaluated by the network analog 
approach and is given by, 
v1 = (RH (CV) + JUL11 (W))Z1 + (R12 (CO) ± JWL12 (W))Z2 
v2 = (R12(w) + jwLi2(w))ii + (R22(w) + jcoL22(-0))i2  (5.17) 
Later, by enforcing the condition on the resulting impedance matrix that the same current 
flows on both of the metallic strips, however, the currents have opposite direction leads 
to the frequency dependent inductive and resistive (series) transmission line parameters 
associated with the stripline structure. The effects of the lossy substrate and metallic 
side walls are included in the formulation. Using (17), the expression for the frequency 
dependent resistance is given by, 
R(w) = R11(w) + R22(w)  2R12(w).  (5.18) 
Similarly, the expression for the inductance is 
L(w) = Lii(w) + L22 (0)  2L12 (W).  (5.19) 
In Fig. 5.9 the frequency dependent resistive and inductive transmission line parameters 
of coplanar stripline structure (shown in Fig. 5.8) are evaluated for different conductivity 
of Si layer. The obtained values are compared with the results evaluated via a full-wave 
simulator (HP EEsof: Momentum). These two simulation results are found to be in good 
agreement. Similarly, the frequency dependent resistive and inductive transmission line 
parameters of broad-side stripline structure obtained from network analog approach are 
shown in Fig. 5.10. 86 
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5.4.3  Line Parameters of a MIS Based Coupled Microstrip Line Structure 
The MIS based coupled microstrip line structure is analyzed using the network 
analog method proposed in this chapter. In Fig. 5.11, a typical MIS based coplanar cou-
pled microstrip line structure is illustrated. Figure 5.12 shows the obtained frequency 
dependent elements of resistive and inductive matrices for different conductivity (o-2) 
of Si substrate layer (ref: Fig.  5.11).  Similarly, in Fig.  5.13, a typical MIS based 
broad-side coupled microstrip line structure is illustrated and Fig. 5.14 shows the ob-
tained frequency dependent elements of resistive and inductive matrices for different 
conductivity (a2) of Si substrate layer. It is observed that in case of low conductivity 
(a2 = 40S/m) the corresponding modes (c and the 7r modes) are in general quasi-TEM 
or slow-wave region and therefore the associated elements of resistive and inductive ma-
trices vary moderately with change in frequency. In the case of moderate conductivity 
(a2 = 4000S/m), the associated modes can lie in the transition region (from slow-wave 
to skin-effect region) and therefore the elements of the resistive and inductive matrices 87 
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can change significantly with change in frequency. For a very high substrate conductiv-
ity (2 = 4000005 /m), the modes are in the skin-effect region and thereby the elements 
of resistive and inductive matrices do not change significantly with change in frequency. 
It is also observed that the magnitude of elements of inductance matrix monotonically 
decrease with increase in the frequency. Moreover, the magnitude of the elements of 
inductance matrix are at maxima when the conductivity of the Si substrate layer is zero 
and the modes are in quasi-TEM region. Similarly, the magnitude of the elements of 
inductance matrix are at minima when the conductivity of Si substrate layer is infinite 
such that the modes are in the skin-effect region. In case of resistive matrix, the el-
ements attains their maximum value when the associated modes lie somewhere in the 
slow-wave to skin-effect transition region. 89 
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5.5 COMMENTS 
A network analog method for evaluating distributed inductance and resistance val-
ues of a transmission lines associated with the skin-effect mode embedded in a multi-
layer lossy dielectric substrate has been presented. It has been shown that, when com-
bined with the earlier network analog method for calculating capacitance and conduc-
tance, the quasi-static method presented here, accurately models the propagation and 
impedance characteristics of MIS transmission lines associated with the three mode re-
gions: quasi-TEM, slow-wave, and skin-effect mode. The proposed method is a general 
one and is applicable to multilevel, multilayer structures including GaAs based MMIC's 
and silicon based biCMOS and CMOS RFIC's. 91 
Chapter 6
	
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
	
A configuration-oriented equivalent circuit model has been proposed for modeling 
uniform multiconductor transmission lines (UMCL) system in a homogeneous/ inhomo-
geneous medium. This model consists of only uncoupled transmission lines and is gen-
eral enough to include the case of lossy dispersive UMCL system. Moreover, all the ear-
lier models based on the uncoupled transmission lines, proposed in the literature for spe-
cial cases of UMCL systems, can be derived from the proposed configuration-oriented 
equivalent circuit model [2], [119]. The model is useful for time- and frequency- do-
main simulations of interconnects and coupled line components fabricated in the layered 
structures. Such structures, consists of multi-dielectric layers and multilevel metalliza-
tion planes, and are typically encountered in high speed digital and RF integrated circuits 
and printed-circuit boards for mixed-signal applications. Additionally, a general UMCL 
system can be represented in terms of uncoupled transmission lines and therefore sev-
eral different formulation and results applicable to single transmission line system can 
now be possibly extended to the case of UMCL systems. This remains an area for future 
investigation. 
A UMCL 2n-port system in a homogeneous media, in general, can be fully charac-
terized by the characteristic admittance matrix and the modal delay. Similarly, UMCL 
2n-port system in an inhomogeneous media is fully characterized by normal-mode pa-
rameters [13], [14] or by set of n unique symmetric matrices and the respective modal 
delays associated with these matrices. These matrices are derived and defined as the 
partial mode admittance matrices. A resistive network corresponding to the character-
istic admittance matrix when used as a termination network provides a match condition 
for all the modes. Likewise, a resistive network corresponding to the partial mode ad-
mittance matrix associated with mth mode when used as termination network reflects 
(reflection coefficient is assumed to be unity) all other modes except the mth mode for 
which it provides a match condition. Furthermore, it has been demonstrated that the 92 
characteristic admittance matrix of a general UMCL can be represented as a sum of 
partial mode admittance matrices [4]. The derivation of configuration-oriented model is 
based on the existence of symmetric partial mode admittance matrices. It is shown that 
the property of symmetry in the partial mode admittance matrices can be attributed to 
the inherent symmetric structure of lines matrices, [R(w)], [L(w)], [G (w)] and [C(w)] in 
the coupled transmission line equations [4]. 
The decomposition scheme for the characteristic admittance matrix as a sum of par-
tial mode admittance matrices can lead to an equivalent algebraic system which consists 
of decoupled transmission lines. In the z-domain (discrete Fourier transform domain) 
the discrete transition matrix function of a single transmission line [8] is utilized for each 
of these decoupled transmission lines to obtain discrete transition matrix function of a n 
coupled lines 2n-port system [115]. This discrete transition matrix function, describes a 
linear operator which relates the input voltages and currents to the output voltages and 
currents for a given 2n ports of n coupled lines respectively. Furthermore, this operator 
is shown to be diagonalizable and can therefore be decomposed as a direct-sum of 2n 
linear operators (projectors) with the associated characteristics values. The characteris-
tics values of the operator, in general, are only functions of the modal delays. The 2n 
linear operators (projector) are associated with the n distinct modes. A mode is linked 
with two linear operators (projector), each of which is associated with the right or left 
propagating wave corresponding to the respective mode in a n coupled lines 2n-port 
system. 
Using the discrete transition matrix function, in the z-domain the input impulse 
admittance matrix (IIAM) function is derived in terms of a rational matrix function. 
Relationship between the measured discrete time-domain impulse reflection response 
(IRR), input impulse admittance matrix (HAM) function and the normal-mode param-
eters is found. The necessary and sufficiency conditions for the identification of all 
the normal mode parameters from the reflection data are found for a UMCL 2n-port 
system terminated with a resistive network. Also, equivalence between the synthesis 
procedure presented in this thesis and the solution of special case of polynomial matrix 
Riccati equation has been established. The general realizability and uniqueness proofs 93 
for UMCL 2n-port system with inductive and capacitive terminations needs further re-
search [78],[79]. 
A formulation based on the magneto-static field equations has been proposed for 
evaluating resistive and inductive transmission line parameters of a multilayer multi-
level transmission line 2D-structure. In this formulation, magneto-static field equations 
with the associated boundary conditions are solved using the network analog approach 
[107]. Frequency dependent transmission line parameters of several typical planar trans-
mission line structures in a lossy multilayer media (MIS structure) are obtained using 
the proposed approach. It is found that the network analog approach,  a method based 
on quasi-static approximations, can accurately model the propagation and the electri-
cal characteristics of multilayer MIS transmission line structures with lossy substrates. 
A typical interconnect encountered in a multilayer multilevel structure is basically a 
3D-structure. Future work in modifying the 2D network analog approach [107] to the 
3D network approach [19] based on magneto-static field equations can be very useful 
in addressing the present requirement of handling complex interconnection structures 
encountered in the digital and RFIC's applications. 94 
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